2000 POLYMETIS: OR, AN ENQUIRY CONCERNING THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WORKS OF THE ROMAN POETS, AND THE REMAINS OF THE ANTIENT ARTISTS, BY MR SPENCE, 10 BOOKS BOUND AS 1 - 1747 £60.00 - £80.00

2001 ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANCIENT ARMS AND ARMOUR FROM THE COLLECTION OF LLEWELYN MEYRICK BY JOSEPH SKELTON, IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1830 £150.00 - £200.00

2002 GEORGE ORWELL IN KENT, HOP PICKING WITH A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION BY MEDWAY FITZMORAN, LIMITED EDITION NO 45/300 - 1970 HISTORY OF SPELDHURST BY REV,. DONALD D MACKINNON - 1930, LOOKING BACK BY FRED LESTER - 1953, ENGLANDS, OUTPOST THE COUNTRY OF THE KENTISH UNIQUE PORTS BY A.G. BRADLEY & 14 OTHER BOOKS RELATING TO KENT & SUSSEX -18 - £40.00 - £60.00

2003 DIE ARTCHITEKTUR DES CLASSISCHEN ALTERTUMS UND DER RENAISSANCE BY J BUHLMANN - 1893 AND MONOGRAPHIC DES PALAIS & PARCS DE VERSAILLES ET DES TRIANONS BY J ROUSSEL £20.00 - £30.00


2005 SIX ENGRAVINGS IN ILLUSTRATION OF A LEGEND OF MONTROSE - 1877, EIGHT ENGRAVINGS IN ILLUSTRATION OF WAWERLEY - 1865, SIX ENGRAVINGS IN ILLUSTRATION OF ROB BOY - 1868, & 8 OTHERS, ALL FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL ASSOCIATION FOR PROMOTION OF THE FINE ARTS IN SCOTLAND -11- £30.00 - £50.00

2006 FORGOTTEN FLIES BY PAUL SCHMOOKLER AND INGRID V SILS - 1999 £40.00 - £60.00

2007 COLLESIE CHURCHYARD BY HENRY RAE - ARNOT, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1911, GLEANINGS FRM THE RECORDS OF DYSART, FROM 1545 TO 1796 BY REV. W MUIR, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1862 & 1937 FIFE NEWS ALMANAC -3- £20.00 - £30.00


2009 A HISTORY OF THE EARTH AND ANIMATED NATURE BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH IN 2 HALF LEATHER VOLUMES. A BOOK OF OLD BALLADS BY BEVERLEY NICHOLS - 1934, GEORGE ELIOTS LIFE AS RELATED IN HER LETTERS AND JOURNALS BY J.W. CROSS IN 3 VOLUMES - 1885, VARIOUS BY CHARLES DICKENS ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £90.00 - £120.00

2010 A HISTORY OF ENGLISH FURNITURE BY PERCY MACQUOID - 1906, THE THIRTY - FIVE STYLES OF FURNITURE BY TIMONS & WEBB - 1904, GARDEN ORNAMENT BY GERTRUDE JEKYLL, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1918, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE & INTERIOR DECORATION BY THOMAS HOPE - 1937, & 1 OTHER (5) £70.00 - £100.00

2011 A CRITICAL INQUIRY INTO ANCIENT ARMOUR, AS IT EXISTED IN EUROPE, PARTICULARLY IN GREAT BRITAIN FROM THE NORMAN CONQUEST TO THE REIGN OF KING CHARLES II BY SIR SAMUEL RUSH MEYRICK, IN 3 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1842 £450.00 - £550.00


2013 CLOUDESLEY : A TALE BY WILLIAM GODWIN, IN 3 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1830 £150.00 - £200.00

2014 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT & PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. CLIFFORD - 1837, CLIFFORD'S DESCRIPTIVE GUIDE FOR TUNBRIDGE WELLS WITH RULES FOR DRINKING THE WATER BY J. CLIFFORD - 1843 AND CLIFFORD'S VISITOR'S GUIDE FOR TUNBRIDGE WELLS, CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE WALKS, RIDES AND DRIVES IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD BY J. CLIFFORD - CIRCA 1852 - 1854 - £90.00 - £120.00

2015 CYCLOPAEDIA; OR AN UNIVERAL DICTIONARY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES BY E CHAMBERS, REBOUND IN FULL LEATHER, SLIPCASE, VOL. 5 ONLY - 1786 & MUSICAL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM £10.00 - £20.00

2016 REPORTS FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE STATE OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF THE KINGDOM - 1800 £20.00 - £30.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors/Title</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>BEVERLAC: OR THE ANTIQUITIES AND HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF BEVERLEY BY</td>
<td>George Poulsom, 2 Volumes Bound as 1</td>
<td>£20.00 - £30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEORGE POULSON, 2 VOLUMES BOUND AS 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>ROMAN ART, SOME OF ITS PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATION TO EARLY CHRISTIAN PAINTING BY FRANZ WICKHOFF - 1900,</td>
<td>Pompeii the City, its Life &amp; Art by P. Gusman - 1900,</td>
<td>£50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A MANUAL OF ROMAN ANTIQUITIES BY WILLIAM RAMSAY - 1898, A HISTORY OF ROME BY</td>
<td>Henry G Liddell - 1871 And 8 Other Rome Related Books - 12 - £30.00 - £50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>RUSSIAN ARMS AND ARMOUR BY YURI MILLER - 1982. FINE ARMS FROM TULA BY VALENTIN MAVRODIN - 1977, EUROPEAN FIREARMS IN SWEDISH CASTLES BY KAA WENNBERG - 1986, DUTCH MUSKETS AND PISTOLS BY J.B. KIST &amp; OTHERS - 1974 And Various Other Books On European Arms And Armour Over 1/2 Shelf £120.00 - £150.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>SELECTION OF VARIOUS EX LIBRARY BOOKS RELATING TO SCOTLAND TO INCLUDE REMINISCENCES OF AULD AYR - 1907, FIFE AND FORFARSHIRE LEADERS SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BY ERNEST GASKELL, HALF LEATHER BOUND, THE LAIRDS OF DUN BY VIOLET JACOB - 1931, ST MARY'S OF OLD MONTROSE OR PARISH OF MARYTON BY REV. W. RUXTON FRASER - 1896 ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £40.00 - £60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPICTETUS HIS MORALS WITH SIMPLICUIS HIS COMMENT BY GEORGE STANHOPE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1700 £50.00 - £70.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON HISTORY, SPORT, CATS, RADIO ETC TO INCLUDE HISTORY OF ENGLAND BY GEORGE MACAULAY TREVELYAN - 1941, DAYS IN THE SUN, A CRICKETER'S BOOK BY NEVILLE CARDUS - 1936, WHEN THE WIND BLEW BY MARGARET WISE BROWN - 1937, THE CAT FROM TELEGRAPH HILL BY EDITH THACKER HURD AND CLEMENT HURD, SIGNED BY AUTHORS - 1955, ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £40.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOLLWOGG IN THE AFRICAN JUNGLE BY FLORENCE UPTON &amp; BERTHA UPTON - 1909 £40.00 - £60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>SIGNED COPY: A GALLERY OF CHILDREN BY A. A. MILNE, ILLUSTRATED WITH COLOUR PLATES BY H. WILLEBEEK LE MAIR, 1ST 1925, DE LUXE EDITION, SIGNED BY MILNE, ONE OF 500 COPIES £180.00 - £220.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELEBRATED CRIMES BY ALEXANDER DUMAS - 1843 £20.00 - £30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF SENTIMENTAL TRAVELS IN THE SOUTHERN PROVINCES OF FRANCE, SHORTLY BEFORE THE REVOLUTION BY T ROWLANDSON, 1ST EDITION - 1821 £200.00 - £250.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRAVELS INTO NORWAY, DENMARK AND RUSSIA IN THE YEARS 1788, 1789, 1790 AND 1791 BY A SWINTON, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1792 £100.00 - £150.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE NEW ILLUSTRATED HARD-BOOK TO FOLKESTONE AND ITS PICTURESQUE NEIGHBOURHOOD, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY - 1848, HEPWORTH'S BEST AND SUSSEX ANNUAL &amp; ALMANACK WITH DIARY FOR 1884 - 1884, THE BRIGHTON PAVILION AND ITS ROYAL AND MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS BY JOHN GEORGE BISHOP - 1903, BLACK'S GUIDE TO THE SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES OF ENGLAND, KENT - 1861 &amp; AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO CROWBOROUGH BY BOYS FIRMIN - 1897 - £40.00 - £60.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOREIGN ARMOUR IN ENGLAND BY J. STARKIE GARDNER, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1898 ARMOUR IN ENGLAND FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY BY J. STARKIE GARDENS - 1898 & ARMOUR IN ENGLAND FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE REIGN OF JAMES THE FIRST BY J. STARKIE GARDNER - 1897 £30.00 - £50.00

JOURNAL OF A PASSAGE FROM THE PACIFIC TO THE ATLANTIC CROSSING THE ANDES IN THE NORTHERN PROVINCES OF PERU & DESCENDING THE RIVER MARANON OR AMAZON BY HENRY LISTER MAW, CALF BOUND - 1829 £100.00 - £150.00

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1811 £50.00 - £70.00

A FEW LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS BY JOHN BETJEMAN - 1954, CONTINUOUS DEW BY JOHN BETJEMAN - 1937, SELECTED POEMS BY JOHN BETJEMAN - 1948, THE MIXTURE AS BEFORE BY W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM - 1940 & 5 OTHER BOOKS RELATING TO BETJEMAN AND MAUGHAM - 9 £20.00 - £40.00

ARMS, ARMOUR AND ALABASTER, ROUND NOTTINGHAM BY GEORGE FELLOW, QUARTER VELLUM - 1907 £20.00 - £30.00


THE HISTORY, CIVIL, COMMERCIAL, AND MILITARY, OF BRITISH WEST INDIES: INTENDED AS A CONTINUATION OF THE HISTORY OF THESE IMPORTANT ISLANDS BY BRYAN EDWARDS, ILLUSTRATED WITH MAPS, LIBRARY CLOTH BOUND, IN TWO VOLUMES - 1820 £60.00 - £80.00

A LETTER IN PRAISE OF VERONA BY BERNARDINO BARDUZZI, PRINTED ON HAND-MADE PESCIAN PAPER, NO 86/150, QUARTER VELLUM BOUND, IN SLIPCASE - 1974 £150.00 - £200.00

ENGLISH PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS BY J.N. GEORGE - 1938 ENGLISH GUNS AND RIFLES BY J.N. GEORGE IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1947, THE ART OF THE GUNMAKER BY J.F. HAYWARD IN 2 VOLUMES WITH ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1965 AND 3 OTHERS -7- £60.00 - £80.00

FIELD SPORTS OF THE NORTH OF EUROPE; COMPRISED IN A PERSONAL NARRATIVE OF A RESIDENCE IN SWEDEN AND NORWAY, IN THE YEARS 1827-28 BY L. LLOYD IN 2 VOLUMES - 1831, 2ND EDITION (2) £50.00 - £70.00

A LETTER ABOUT SIR THOMAS MORE FROM ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM TO ULRICH HULTEN, DATED 23 JULY 1519, ONE OF ONE HUNDRED COPIES PRIVATELY PRINTED - 1935, AUCASSIN AND NICOLETTE AN OLD-FRENCH SONG-TALE TRANSLATED BY M.S. HENRY, ONE OF 500 COPIES - 1902 AND SLATE ENGRAVING BY PETER GWILLIM AND CHRISTOPHER WHITMORE - 1964 -3- £40.00 - £60.00

THE NO 1 LADIES DETECTIVE AGENCY BY ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH, COLLECTORS EDITION NO 357/1200 SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR AND IN SLIPCASE - 2007. JOHN PEEL A LIFE IN MUSIC BY MIECHALE HEARTLY - 2004, AMEDIA BY HENRY FIELDING THE FOLIO SOCIETY - 1995 ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

CAMPAIGNS OF FIELD MARSHAL HIS GRACE, THE MOST NOBLE ARTHUR, DUKE OF WELLINGTON WITH ENGRAVINGS CIRCA 1817 £60.00 - £80.00

BREAKFAST IN PERIGORD BY SIR WILLIAM RUSSELL FLINT, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR, LIMITED EDITION NO.197/525 IN SLEEVE - 1968 £80.00 - £120.00

THE WONDERS OF THE PEAK BY CHARLES COTTON, HALF LEATHER BOUND, 2ND EDITION - 1683 £150.00 - £200.00

A VIEW OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THE ZETLAND ISLANDS BY ARTHUR EDMONDSTON IN 2 QUARTER LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1809 £100.00 - £150.00

A WALK IN AND ABOUT THE CITY OF CANTERBURY WITH MANY OBSERVATIONS NOT TO BE FOUND IN ANY DESCRIPTION HITHERTO PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM GOSTLING, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1777 £50.00 - £70.00

HAU KIOU CHOAAN OR THE PLEASING HISTORY A TRANSLATION FROM THE CHINESE LANGUAGE, IN 4 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1761 £300.00 - £400.00

SKETCHES IN ITALY AND GREECE BY JOHN ADDINGTON SYMONDS - 1879, MEMOIR OF CAPTAIN M M HAMMOND, RIFLE BRIGADE - 1858, A TOUR IN SUTHERLANDSHIRE BY CHARLES ST JOHN, VOLUME 1 ONLY - 1849, DIE GESCHICHTE VON COLUMBIA BY DR.
ERNST MUNCH - 1828 & 3 OTHERS - 7 - £30.00
- £50.00

ENGLAND’S TOPOGRAPHER, OR A NEW AND COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE COUNTY OF KENT: FROM THE EARLIEST RECORDS TO THE PRESENT TIME INCLUDING EVERY MODERN IMPROVEMENT BY W.H. IRELAND IN 4 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1828 £100.00 - £150.00

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1785 £80.00 - £120.00

KARL PEARSON AN APPRECIATION OF SOME ASPECTS OF HIS LIFE AND WORK BY E.S. PEARSON IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER, INSCRIPTION TO JOHN BOYD ORR - 1938 & GANDHI MEMORIAL PEACE NUMBER BY KSHITIS ROY IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER £30.00 - £50.00

BRITISH CARBINES AND PISTOLS OF THE NAPOLEONIC ERA BY BARRY CHISNALL & GEOFFREY DAVIES, SIGNED BY DAVIES - 2013 £100.00 - £150.00

THE RELIGION OF NATURE DELINEATED BY WILLIAM WOLLASTON, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1731 £60.00 - £80.00

THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF THE DEANERY OF CRAVEN IN THE COUNTRY OF YORK BY THOMAS DUNHAM WHITAKER, 2ND EDITION - 1812 £70.00 - £90.00

PAUL STORR THE LAST OF THE GOLDSMITHS BY N.M. PENZER - 1954 NINETEENTH CENTURY SILVER BY JOHN CULME - 1977, SOTHEBY’S CONCISE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SILVER BY CHARLES TRUMAN - 1993, IDENTIFYING ANTIQUE BRITISH SILVER BY T.R. POOLE - 1988 AND 5 OTHER BOOKS RELATING TO SILVER & GOLDSMITHS -9- £60.00 - £80.00

THE CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BY KIRSOPP LAKE AT THE PIERPONT MORGAN LIBRARY 15 DECEMBER 1935 - 1937, CHRISTMAS BY WASHINGTON IRVING FROM THE SKETCH BOOK - 1947, RIGBY GRAHAM BY COLLEEN FOORD WITH LETTER FROM AUTHOR - 1981 AND BEATRICE WARDE’S SPEECH AT OPENING OF PRIVATE PRESS EXHIBITION ST BRIDES INSTITUTE, LONDON JULY 27 AUGUST 2, 1963 -4- £50.00 - £70.00

THE MARINE INVERTEBRATES AND FISHES OF ST. ANDREWS BY W.C. MCINTOSH, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1875 & ADDITIONS TO THE MARINE FAUNA OF ST. ANDREWS SINCE 1874 BY W.C. MCINTOSH - 1927 £50.00 - £70.00

SELECTION OF MILITARY NAVAL AND AVIATION BOOKS TO INCLUDE BEHIND BAMBOO BY ROHUN D RIVETT - 1952, AIR ACES OF THE 1914 - 1918 WAR BY BRUCE ROBERTSON - 1959, SWASTIKA AT SEA BY C.P. BEKKER - 1954, THE MIGHTY EIGHT BY ROGER A FREEMAN - 1970 ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £100.00 - £150.00

700 BIDMASTER OFFICE

WITH CHARACTERS OF THE COMPANY - 1714 & 6 OTHER TUNBRIDGE RELATED BOOKS -9- £80.00 - £120.00

DISGRACE BY J.M. COETZEE PRINTED TO CELEBRATE THE CENTENARY OF HARVILL SECKER AND IS LIMITED TO 2500 COPIES - 2010, ELIZABETH COSTELLO BY J.M. COETZEE - 2003, SUMMERTIME BY J.M. COETZEE - 2009 AND SLOW MAN BY J.M. COETZEE - 2005 -4- £50.00 - £70.00

2072 THE VILLAGE PASTORS SURGICAL AND MEDICAL GUIDE IN LETTERS FROM AN OLD PHYSICIAN TO A YOUNG CLERGYMAN BY FENWICK SKRIMSHIRE - 1838 £50.00 - £70.00

2073 GAME BIRDS AND SHOOTING SKETCHES BY JOHN GUILLLE MILLAISS - 1894, BIRD - LIFE OF THE BORDERS ON MOORLAND AND SEA BY ABEL CHAPMAN - 1907, THE BORDERS AND BEYOND ARCTIC... CHEVIOT.... TROPIC BY ABEL CHAPMAN - 1924 £50.00 - £70.00

2074 AN ACT FOR MAKING THE RIVER OF MEDWAY NAVIGABLE IN THE COUNTIES OF KENT AND SUSSEX, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1740 £40.00 - £60.00

2075 THE GOUDHURST CORONATION BOOK BY ALFRED W TIFFIN - 1937 £60.00 - £80.00

2076 ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND BY LEWIS CARROLL ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR RACKHAM - 1907 AND PETER PAN'S ABC ILLUSTRATED BY FLORA WHITE - 1917 £40.00 - £50.00

2077 RETROSPECT REMINISCENCES AND IMPRESSIONS OF A HUNTER - NATURALIST IN THREE CONTINENTS 1851 - 1928 BY ABEL CHAPMAN - 1928, AND TWO COPIES OF THE BORDERS AND BEYOND, ARCTIC.... CHEVIOT... TROPIC BY ABEL CHAPMAN - 1924 -3- £60.00 - £80.00

2078 THE HISTORY OF THE LIFE OF PETER I EMPEROR OF RUSSIA BY JOHN MOTTLEY IN 3 FULL LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1739 £200.00 - £300.00

2079 OLD POSSUM'S BOOK OF PRACTICAL CATS BY T.S. ELIOT - 1939, ORPHEE A TRAGEDY IN ONE ACT AND AN INTERVAL BY JEAN COCTEAU - 1933 THE ISLES OF SCILLY AND OTHER POEMS BY GEOFFREY GRIGSON - 1946 AND EVEN NOW BY MAX BEERBOHN - 1920 -5- £90.00 - £120.00

2080 THE NEW ANNUAL ARMY LIST, MILITIA LIST AND INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE LIST, FOR 1873 BY COLONEL H.G. HART - 1873 £30.00 - £50.00

2081 SCOTLAND IN EARLY CHRISTIAN TIMES BY JOSEPH ANDERSON, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1881, HISTORY OF SCOTTISH MEDICINE BY JOHN D COMRIE, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1932 AND THE PROBLEM OF THE PICTS BY F T WAINWRIGHT - 1955 (5) £20.00 - £30.00

2082 MILITARY ANTIQUITIES RESPECTING A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH ARMY, FROM THE CONQUEST TO THE PRESENT TIME BY FRANCIS GROSE IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1812 £150.00 - £200.00

2083 NOTES ON THE CHURCHES OF KENT BY SIR STEPHEN R GLYNNE - 1877 CHURCH HISTORY OF KENT; FROM THE EARLIEST PERIOD TO THE YEAR MDCCCLVIII BY REV. THOMAS TIPMSON - 1859, NOTES ON THE CHURCHES IN THE COUNTIES OF KENT, SUSSEX AND SURREY, MENTIONED IN DOMESDAY BOOK AND THOSE OF MORE RECENT DATE BY REV. ARTHUR HUSSEY - 1852, EPIPHAPHIS & INScriptions FROM THE CHURCHES OF KENT BY THOMAS H OYLER - 1912 AND MEMORIALS OF THE OLD KENT BY REV. P.H. DITCHFIELD AND GEORGE CLINCH - 1907 -5- £40.00 - £60.00

2084 DOCTOR ZHIVAGO BY BORIS PASTERNAK PRINTED TO CELEBRATE THE CENTENARY OF HARVILL SECKER - 2010, WATERLAND BY GRAHAM SWIFT - 1983, CONTINENT BY JIM CRACE - 1986 A DIVISION OF THE SPOILS BY PAUL SCOTT - 1975 AND 5 TITLES BY ARTURO PEREZ-REVERTE -9- £50.00 - £70.00

2085 NATURE THE UTILITY OF RELIGION AND THEISM BY JOHN STUART MILL WITH AUTHOR'S INSCRIPTION - 1874 £20.00 - £40.00

2086 THE RUINS OR A SURVEY OF THE REVOLUTIONS OF EMPIRES BY M. VOLNEY - 1880 £20.00 - £30.00

2087 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1801 £60.00 - £80.00

2088 THE SAYINGS OF THE SEVEN SAGES OF GREECE EDITED WITH AN ENGLISH VERSION BY BETTY RADICE LIMITED EDITION NO 361/160 PRINTED ON MAGNANI HANDMADE PAPER, QUARTER VELLUM BOUND IN SLIPCASE - 1976 £180.00 - £220.00

2089 THE GOLDEN TREASURY BY FRANCIS TURNER PALGRAVE - 1885, THE BRITISH CORONATION STONE BY LIEUT.-COLONEL SPENCER ACKLON, THE BOOK OF THE FLOWER FAIRIES BY CICELY MARK BARKER AND THE NATIONAL BURNS BY REV. GEORGE GILFILLAN, VOLUMES III & IV ONLY - 5 - £15.00 - £25.00

2090 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON SCIENCE TO INCLUDE ENDURING PASSION BY MARIE CARMICHAEL STOPES - 1931 ELEMENTS OF ENTOMOLOGY : AN OUTLINE OF THE NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION OF BRITISH INSECTS BY WILLIAM S DALLAS - 1857, THE CHEMISTRY OF CATTLE FEEDING AND DAIRYING BY J. ALAN MURRAY - 1914, AN INTRODUCTION TO SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY BY F.H.A. MARSHALL ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00


2092 THE GOLLIWOGG'S DESERT- ISLAND BY FLORENCE UPTON & BERTHA UPTON - 1906 £30.00 - £50.00
2093  MASTER FRENCH GUNSMITHS DESIGNS OF THE XVII - XIX CENTURIES REPRODUCED IN FACSIMILE BY STEPHEN V GRANCSAY, LIMITED EDITION NO 517/1000 - 1970 AND MASTER FRENCH GUNSMITHS' DESIGNS OF THE MID-SEVENTEENTH CENTURY REPRODUCED IN FACSIMILE BY STEPHEN V GRANCSAY - 1950 £60.00 - £80.00

2094  THE INRICHMENT OF THE WEALD OF KENT OR, A DIRECTION TO THE HUSBANDMAN BY GERVASE MARKHAM - 1668 £50.00 - £70.00

2095  THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE ; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE BOOKPLATE FOR SIEGFRIED SASSON AND THOMAS MANTELL - 1801 £100.00 - £150.00

2096  THE CITRUS INDUSTRY OF SOUTH AFRICA BY S.D. NEWMARK SIGNED BY AUTHOR IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1938, WARNING FROM THE WEST INDIES BY W.M. MACMILLAN PUBLISHERS REVIEW COPY IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1936 BRAZIL LOOKS FORWARD BY BENJAMIN H HUNNICUTT IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1945 & 3 OTHERS IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPERS -6- £30.00 - £50.00

2097  SMALL ARMS OF THE BRITISH FORCES IN AMERICA 1664 - 1815 BY DE WITT BAILEY SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 2009, PATTERN DATES FOR BRITISH ORDNANCE SMALL ARMS 1718 - 1783 BY DE WITT BAILEY SIGNED BY AUTHOR .2107 1997, BRITISH MILITARY FLINKLOCK RIFLES 1740 - 1840 BY DE WITT BAILEY - 2002, BRITISH MILITARY LONGARMS 1815 - 1865 BY DE WITT BAILEY - 1972 & 1 OTHER BY DE WITT BAILEY -5- £45.00 - £55.00

2098  FLORA TONBRIGENSIS; OR A CATALOGUE OF PLANTS GROWING WILD IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF TONBRIDGE WELLS BY T.F. FORSTER, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1816 £100.00 - £150.00

2099  PRACTICAL WILDFOWLING : A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE ART OF THE FOWLER BY W.J. FALLOn - 1907 AND THE BADMINTON LIBRARY, SHOOTING BY LORD WALSINGHAM AND SIR RALPH PAYNE - GALLWEY IN 2 VOLUMES - VOL 1 (1906) VOL 2 (1902) -3- £30.00 - £50.00

2100  AN ACCOUNT OF THE AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND, RELATING TO THE REVOLUTION IN 1688, AS SENT TO THE LATE KING JAMES II WHEN IN FRANCE BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF BOLINGBROKE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1714 £120.00 - £150.00

2101  A CHEMICAL AND MEDICAL REPORT OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE MINERAL WATER OF BUXTON, MATLOCK, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, HARROGATE, BATH, CHELtenHAM, LEAMINGTON, MALVERN AND THE ISLE OF WIGHT BY CHARLES SCUDAMORE - 1820 £120.00 - £180.00

2102  IN THE HEART OF THE COUNTRY BY H.E. BATES WITH ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER & WITH AUTHOR'S INSCRIPTION AND LETTER - 1942 £50.00 - £70.00

2103  RAMBLES IN KENT - CIRCA 1845, DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES OF ROCHESTER, CHATHAM AND THEIR VICINITIES BY JAMES Phippen - 1862 AND KENTISH RAMBLES TO INCLUDE 4 GUIDES BOUND AS 1 WITH FOLKENSTONE, CANTERBURY, KENNINGTON AND SOUTHBOURGH -3- £30.00 - £50.00

2104  A NARRATIVE OF THE BRITON'S VOYAGE TO PITCAIRNS ISLAND; INCLUDING AN INTERESTING SKETCH OF THE PRESENT STATE OF THE BRAZILS AND OF SPANISH SOUTH AMERICA BY LIEUT. J. SHILLIBEER, 12 ETCHED PLATES (2 FOLDING), HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1817 £300.00 - £400.00

2105  JOHN DAFTe, GUNSMITH AND THE HORRID CONSPIRACY OF 1683 BY JOHN S. COOPER KENNETH J WESTWOOD SIGNED BY THE AUTHORS LIMITED EDITION NO 40/100 - 1989 £40.00 - £60.00

2106  HISTORY OF THE COLONY OF NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA BY REV. WILLIAM C. HOLDEN - 1855 & THE COLONY OF NATAL BY ROBERT JAMES MANN , WITH MAP - 1859 (2) £20.00 - £30.00

2107  ANDRIA, COMMEDAI , NELLA TRADUZIONE DI NICOLE MACHIAVELLI CON VENTICINQUE ILLUSTRAZIONI DI ALBRECHT DURER BY PUBLIC TERENZIO AFRO QUARTER VELLUM BOUND, LIMITED EDITION NO 123/160  - 1971 £240.00 - £280.00

2108  A CENTURY OF PAINTERS OF THE ENGLISH SCHOOL BY RICHARD REDGRAVE - 1890 THE RENAISSANCE, STUDIES IN ART AND POETRY BY WALTER PARKER - 1893, RAPHAEL BY JULIA CARTwright - 1895, TITIAN BY CLAUDE PHILLIPS - 1898 AND 11 OTHER ART RELATED BOOKS - 15 - £30.00 - £50.00

2109  A TREATISE ON ADULTERATIONS OF FOOD AND CULINARY POISONS BY FREDERICK ACCUM, FULLY LEATHER BOUND FRONT BOARD DETACHED - 1820, THE ROYAL CONFECTIONER ENGLISH AND FOREIGN BY CHARLES ELME FRANCATELLI - 1891, THE ILLUSTRATED LONDON COOKERY BOOK BY FREDERICK BISHOP - 1852 AND 5 OTHER BOOKS RELATING TO COOKING - 8- £70.00 - £90.00

2110  ADAM'S HERBS THEIR STORY FROM EDEN ON BY MARGUERITE R HICKERNELL AND ELLA W BREWER - 1947, VITA DE SANCTO HIERONYMO, PUBLISHED BY THE CYGNET PRESS - 1928, THE BELLES HEURES OF JEAN, DUKE OF BERRY PRINCE OF FRANCE BY JAMES J RORIMER - 1958 AND THE LIFE OF SIR THOMAS BODLEY WRITTEN BY
HIMSELF TOGETHER WITH THE FIRST DRAFT OF THE STATUES OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY AT OXON, LIMITED EDITION OF OF TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY COPIES - 1906 £60.00 - £80.00

A NILE JOURNAL BY EMILY HORNBY - 1908 AND EGYPT ; DESCRIPTIVE HISTORICAL & PICTURESQUE BY G EBERS, VOLUME 1 ONLY - 1887 £30.00 - £50.00

SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON CRICKET TO INCLUDE CRICKET IS MY LIFE BY LEN HUTTON, AUTHORS SIGNATURE TAPED TO FRONT FREE END PAPER SECOND INNINGS BY NEVILLE CARDUS - 1950 BRADMAN'S BEST ASHES TEAMS BY ROLAND PERRY - 2002 ETC OVER 1 SHELF £30.00 - £50.00

FIGHTER BOYS SAVING BRITAIN 1940 BY PATRICK BISHOP - 2003, LANCASTER THE BIOGRAPHY BY TONY IVESON AND BRIAN MILTON - 2009, THE SHIPHUNTERS BY R E GILLMAN - 1976 & VARIOUS OTHER RAF RELATED BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £80.00 - £120.00

ISTANBUL CAPITAL OF EMPIRES PUBLISHED BY AHMET ERTUG, LIMITED EDITION PRESENTED TO LORD BARON FRASER OF CARMYLLIE £70.00 - £90.00

HINTS TOWARDS FORMING THE CHARACTER OF A YOUNG PRINCESS IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1805 £40.00 - £60.00

THE HISTORY AND TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE COUNTY OF KENT BY EDWARD HASTED IN 12 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1797 £300.00 - £400.00

GEOGRAPHIA ANTIQUA ET NOVA : OR A SYSTEM OF ANCIENT AND MODERN GEOGRAPHY WITH A SETT OF MAPS ENGRAVEN FROM CELLARIUS'S BY L'ABBE DU Fresnoy, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, MISSING 1 PLATE - 1742 £150.00 - £200.00

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1790 £70.00 - £90.00


TRAVELS IN SOUTHERN ABYSSINIA, THROUGH THE COUNTRY OF ADAL TO THE KINGDOM OF SHOA BY (DR) CHARLES JOHNSTON - 1844 1ST EDITION IN 2 VOLUMES WITH 2 FRONTISPICES AND A FOLD-OUT MAP. LEATHER BINDERIES BY MATBYS OF OXFORD (2) £300.00 - £400.00

HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM THE FOUNDATION OF THE MONARCHY BY RURIK TO THE ACCESSION OF CATHERINE THE SECOND BY W. TOOKE, IN TWO VOLUMES - 1800 £50.00 - £70.00

THE WATERING PLACES OF ENGLAND; WITH A SUMMARY OF THEIR MEDICAL TOPOGRAPHY AND REMEDIAL RESOURCES BY EDWIN LEE - 1859, THE WATERING PLACES OF ENGLAND : COMPRISING TUNBRIDGE WELLS, WEYMOUTH, BUXTON, MATLOCK, SCARBOROUGH, TORQUAY, CHERLENTENHAM, LEAMINGTON - 1853, A GUIDE TO THE MINERAL WATERS OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS WITH INSTRUCTIONS AS TO DIET, EXERCISE ETC ETC BY ROBERT HUTCHINSON POWELL - 1847 AND THE SPA GUIDE TO TUNBRIDGE WELS - CIRCA 1888 - 1892 £80.00 - £120.00

A TREATISE ON THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF ARBITRATIONS & AWARDS FOR SURVEYORS, VALUERS, AUCTIONEERS AND ESTATE AGENTS BY JOHN P H SOPER, FIFTH EDITION BY DAVID M LAWRENCE - 1935, RIVINGTON'S NOTES ON BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PART II - SCAMMELL'S LAW OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS BY MARGARET R.K. PARRISH - 1971 & 5 OTHER BOOKS RELATING TO ARBITRATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION £15.00 - £25.00

JOURNEY THROUGH CHAOS BY AGNES E MEYER, 1ST EDITION IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1944 £50.00 - £70.00

THE SILVERY THAMES DESCRIBED BY WALTER JERROLD, ILLUSTRATED BY ERNEST W HASLEHUST - 1906 £20.00 - £30.00

CANDIDE OU L’OPTIMISME BY VOLTAIRE, LIMITED EDITION NO.328/1000 IN SLIPCASE £20.00 - £30.00

ENOCH ARDEN BY ALFRED TENNYSON - 1866 HISTORY OF CURLING SCOTLAND'S AIN GAME AND FIFTY YEARS OF THE ROYAL CALEDONIA CURLING CLUB BY JOHN KERR - 1890, GENEALOGICAL HISTORY OF THE WISHARTS OF PITTARROW AND LOGIE WISHART, COUNTRY OF KINCARDINE OR THE MEARNS AND OF FIFESHIRE (SCOTLAND) - 1914 AND 9 OTHERS - £30.00 - £50.00

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT & PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J CLIFFORD - CIRCA 1832 £40.00 - £50.00

NAVIDAD, A CHRISTMAS DAY WITH THE EARLY CALIFORNIANS BY DON ARTURO BANDINI - 1939, HOW SANTA CLAUS CAME TO SIMPSONS BAR BY BRET HARTE - 1940, CHRISTMAS AT THE CRATCHITS' BEING AN EXCERPT FROM THE "CHRISTMAS CAROL" BY CHARLES DICKENS - 1941, ALL CHRISTMAS
2131 BRITISH MILITARY PISTOLS 1603 TO 1888 BY ROBERT E BROOKER JR, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR ONE OF ONE THOUSAND COPIES - 1978 £70.00 - £90.00

2132 WINTLE’S WONDERS BY NOEL STREATFIELD - 1957 WIGLEY BY ROSEMARY BARNES, THE MAGIC BAGPIPE BY GERRY AND GEORGE ARMSTRONG & VARIOUS OTHER CHILDREN BOOKS OVER 2/3 SHELF £10.00 - £20.00

2133 SELECTION OF BOOKS ON ARMS AND ARMOUR TO INCLUDE FIREARMS CURIOSA BY LEWIS WINANT - 1960, COLONEL COLT LONDON BY JOSPEH G ROSA - 1976, THE MAIL-COACH MEN OF THE LATE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY BY EDMUND VALE - 1967, EARLY PERCUSSION FIREARMS BY LEWIS WINANT - 1959 ETC OVER 1 1/3 SHELVES £100.00 - £150.00

2134 METELLUS HIS DIALOGUES THE FIRST PART, CONTAINING A RELATION OF A JOURNEY TO TUNBRIDGE - WELLS ; ALSO A DESCRIPTION OF THE WELLS AND PLACE BY JOHN LEWKENOR, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1693 £200.00 - £300.00

2135 THOUGHTS ON HUNTING IN A SERIES OF FAMILIAR LETTERS TO A FRIEND BY PETER BECKFORD, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1781 £120.00 - £150.00

2136 NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC AND BEERINGS STRAIT, TO CO-OPERATE WITH THE POLAR EXPEDITIONS: PERFORMED IN HIS MAJESTY'S SHIP BLOSSOM, UNDER THE COMMAND OF CAPTAIN F. W. BEECHEY, R.N. IN THE YEARS 1825, 26, 27, 28, IN TWO HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES WITH 3 FOLDING MAPS & 23 PLATES - 1831 £350.00 - £400.00

2137 SPORT IN MANY LANDS BY THE OLD SHEKARRY HENRY ASTBURY LEVESON - 1870, IRISH SPORT OF YESTERDAY BY MAJOR A. W. LONG AND THE SHOOTING WEEKEND BOOK BY ERIC PARKER -3- £50.00 - £70.00

2138 A HISTORY OF BIRMINGHAM BY W HUTTON, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1795 £100.00 - £150.00

2139 THE SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY MANUAL : DESCRIBING THE CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES, THE PRINCIPAL SEATS, THE CATHEDRALS, FORTIFIED PLACES, AND RUINS, THE SCENERY IN THE MOST PICTURESQUE DISTRICTS AND THE BATHING AND WATERING PLACES ON OR NEAR THE LINE WITH HISTORICAL, TOPOGRAPHICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES - 1850 £80.00 - £120.00

2140 THE LIFE AND POEMS OF WILLIAM DUNBAR BY JAMES PATerson - 1860, THE LETTERS OF WILLIAM COWPER BY REV. J.S. MENES, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1845, THE WORKS OF MICHAEL BRUCE BY REV. ALEXANDER B GROSART - 1865 AND LIFE AND POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS CAMPBELL - 1856 -4- £20.00 - £40.00

2141 A HISTORY OF WARFARE BY FIELD-MARSHAL VISCOUNT MONTGOMERY OF ALAMEIN , SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1968 £60.00 - £80.00

2142 MEMOIRS OF THE COURT OF KING JAMES THE FIRST BY LUCY AIKIN IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1822 £30.00 - £50.00

2143 SOME LETTERS FROM CHARLES RICKETTS AND CHARLES SHANNON TO ‘MICHAEL FIELD’ (1894 - 1902) BY J.G. PAUL DELANEY, LIMITED EDITION NO 13/145 PRINTED ON HODGKINSON HAND-MADE PAPER - 1979 £50.00 - £70.00

2144 TWENTY YEARS IN TIBET INTIMATE & PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF THE CLOSED LAND AMONG ALL CLASSES OF ITS PEOPLE FROM THE HIGHEST TO THE LOWEST BY DAVID MACDONALD - 1932 £50.00 - £70.00

2145 THE COMPLETE ANGLER, OR CONTEMPLATIVE MAN'S RECREATION : BEING A DISCOURSE ON RIVERS, FISH-PONDS, FISH AND FISHING BY IZAAK WALTON AND CHARLES COTTON, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1815 £25.00 - £35.00

2146 HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS BY T BEWICK IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES, VOLUME II BOUND WITH SUPPLEMENT, 1ST EDITION - 1797 £200.00 - £300.00

2147 FIELD SPORTS OF THE NORTH OF EUROPE BY L. LLOYD IN 2 VOLUMES, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1830 (2) £60.00 - £80.00

2148 MEMORIALS OF THE BROWNS OF FORDELL FINMOUNT AND VICARSGRANGE BY ROBERT RIDDLE STODART - 1887 & THE HALDANES OF GLENEAGLES BY GENERAL SIR J AYLMER L HALDANE - 1929 £30.00 - £50.00

2149 A NATURALISTS SKETCH BOOK BY ARCHIBALD THORBURN - 1919 £150.00 - £200.00

2150 JUNIUS, STAT NOMINIS UMBRA IN TWO VOLUMES, LEATHER BOUND  - 1797 (2) £40.00 - £60.00

2151 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE ; ON AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. SPRANGE HALF LEATHER BOUND BACK BOARD DETACHED - 1797 £50.00 - £70.00

2152 THE COLLECTED SATIRES AND POEMS OF OSBERT SITWELL - 1931 SOBER TRUTH BY MARGARET BARTON AND OSBERT SITWELL - 1930, DUMB - ANIMAL AND OTHER STORIES BY OSBERT SITWELL - 1930, SPLENDOURS AND MISERIES BY SACHEVERELL SITWELL - 1943 AND 6 OTHER BOOKS BY OSBERT
2153 THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION OR THE PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE BY CHARLES DARWIN - 1873 £50.00 - £70.00

2154 THE WHIGS UNMASK'D: BEING THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE CALF'S-HEAD-CLUB BY MR BUTLER, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1713 £50.00 - £80.00

2155 TUNBRIDGE - WALKS: OR THE YEOMAN OF KENT - A COMEDY BY THOMAS BAKER, MODERN QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1703 £50.00 - £70.00

2156 SONGS FROM SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS BY BRIAN DEAKING, LIMITED EDITION NO 45/310 PRINTED ON HANDMADE PESCIA PAPER, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1974 £180.00 - £220.00


2158 THE LORD OF THE RINGS BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN, DE LUXE EDITON ON INDIA PAPER WITH PRESENTATION BOX - 1985 £20.00 - £40.00

2159 THE MORTIMER GUNMARKERS 1753 - 1923 BY H. LEE MUNSON - 1992 £50.00 - £70.00

2160 PORTRAITS OF EMINENT CONSERVATIVES AND STATESMEN WITH GENEALOGICAL AND HISTORICAL MEMOIRS, FIRST & SECOND SERIES, BOTH FULLY LEATHER BOUND £10.00 - £20.00

2161 WONDER ACES OF THE AIR BY A J SMITHERS - 1980, THE WAR IN THE TRENCHES BY ALAN LLOYD - 1976, BLOODY APRIL BY ALAN MORRIS - 1967 & VARIOUS OTHER WORLD WAR 1 RELATED BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £80.00 - £120.00

2162 SELECTION OF VARIOUS LAW BOOKS TO INCLUDE THE CHILDREN ACT, 1908 AND OTHER ACTS AFFECTING CHILDREN IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BY DAVID DEWA - 1910, THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT, 1929 BY W.E. WHYTE - 1929, PRACTICE OF THE SCOTTISH POOR LAW BY GEORGE A MACKAY - 1907 ETC OVER 1 SHELF £20.00 - £40.00

2163 SMALLARMS OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY 1600 - 1856 BY D.F. HARDING IN 4 VOLUMES SIGNED BY AUTHOR IN SLIPCASES - 1997 AND AN INTRODUCTION TO EAST INDIA COMPANY SMALLARMS 1775 - 1851 BY D.F. HARIDNG , SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 2013 -5- £250.00 - £300.00

2164 SUCCESS BY MARTIN AMIS, UNCORRECTED PROOF COPY, PUBLISHERS WRAPPER - 1978 £40.00 - £60.00

2165 THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF MAIDSTONE, THE COUNTY -TOWN OF KENT BY WILLIAM NEWTON, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1741 £30.00 - £50.00

2166 THE TUNBRIDGE-WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT & PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J. CLIFFORD HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1825 AND COLBRAN'S NEW GUIDE FOR TUNBRIDGE WELLS BY JAMES PHIPPEN - 1840 £40.00 - £60.00

2167 MAGNA BRITANNIA NOTITIA OR, THE PRESENT STATE OF GREAT BRITAIN BY JOHN CHAMBERLAYNE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1710 £70.00 - £90.00

2168 REMARKABLE OCCURRENCES IN THE LIFE OF JONAS HANWAY COMPREHENDING AN ABSTRACT OF HIS TRAVELS IN RUSSIA AND PERSIA BY JOHN PUGH, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1788 £150.00 - £200.00

2169 THE WAR POEMS OF SIEGFRIED SASSOON - 1919 AND COLLECTED POEMS BY SIEGFRIED SASSOON, IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - 1947 £100.00 - £150.00

2170 ODETTE THE STORY OF A BRITISH AGENT BY JERRARD TICKELL WITH STICKER ON TITLE PAGE SIGNED ODETTE HALLOWES - 1949 £100.00 - £150.00

2171 TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP: OR ILLUSTRATIONS OF MYTHOLOGY AND ART IN INDIÀ BY JAMES FERGUSSON, 2ND EDITION, PLATES MISSING, VELLUM BOUND - 1873 £30.00 - £50.00

2172 HAND-BOOK OF COLLOQUIAL TIBETAN. A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE LANGUAGE OF CENTRAL TIBET IN THREE PARTS BY GRAHAM SANDBERG - 1894 £80.00 - £120.00

2173 CONTARINI FLEMING : A PSYCHOLOGICAL ROMANCE BY B. DISRAELI, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1845 FRIDOLIN BY ELISE VOIART, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1829, THREE VOLUMES OF THE COURT MAGAZINE, HALF LEATHER BOUND 4 OTHER LEATHER BOUND BOOKS -9- £30.00 - £50.00

2174 THE ISLE OF BUTE IN THE OLDEN TIME BY JAMES KING HEWISON IN 2 VOLUMES - 1893 (2) £30.00 - £50.00

2175 HERITAGE BY ANTHONY WEST, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1955, THE MODERN RAKE'S PROGRESS BY REBECCA WEST - 1934, THE VINTAGE BY ANTHONY WEST - 1950, ARNOLD BENNETT HIMSELF BY REBECCA WEST - 1931
& 8 OTHER BOOKS BY ANTHONY AND REBECCA WEST - 12 - £30.00 - £50.00

2176 PHIOBIBLON OF RICHARD DE BURY , ORIGINAL CLOTH, LIMITED EDITION NO 112/174 - 1933 £30.00 - £50.00

A LICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND AND THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS BY LEWIS CARROLL, ILLUSTRATED BY ROUNTREE - 1928? THE TAILOR OF PANAMA BY JOHN LE CARRE - 1996, THE PROFESSOR BY CHARLOTTE BRONTE - 1900 AND 9 OTHERS - 12- £15.00 - £25.00

2178 SELECTION OF VARIOUS MODERN FICTION TO INCLUDE COLORLESS TSUKURU TAZAKI AND HIS YEARS OF PILGRIMAGE BY HARUKI MURAKAMI - 2014, SATURDAY BY IAN MCEWAN, SIGNED LIMITED EDITION NO 1499/1500 IN SLIPCASE - 2005, COMPLICITY BY IAIN BANKS - 1993, "J" IS FOR JUDGEMENT BY SUE GRAFTON - 1993 ETC OVER 1 SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

2180 ATLANTIC FURY BY HAMMOND INNES - 1962, BLACK MARKET BY BERNARD NEWMAN - 1942, MAN THE SLAVE & MASTER BY MARK GRAUBARD - 1939, MACHINERY ON THE FARM BY THOMAS HUTCHISON - 1949 AND VARIOUS OTHER ALL WITH ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPERS OVER 1 SHELF  £30.00 - £50.00

2181 THE RISE OF OUR EAST AFRICAN EMPIRE EARLY EFFORTS IN NYASLAND AND UGANDA BY CAPTAIN F. D. LUGARD IN TWO VOLUMES 1893 1ST EDITION (2)  £150.00 - £200.00

2182 THE MOST REMARKABLE YEAR IN THE LIFE OF AUGUSTUS VON KOTZEBUE; CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF HIS EXILE INTO SIBERIA AND OF THE OTHER EXTRAORDINARY EVENTS WHICH HAPPENED TO HIM IN RUSSIA WRITTEN BY HIMSELF, TRANSLATED BY REV. BEJAMIN BERESFORD, IN 3 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1802 £20.00 - £40.00

2183 KENTISH POETS. A SERIES OF WRITERS IN ENGLISH POETRY, NATIVES OF OR RESIDENTS IN THE COUNTY OF KENT; WITH SPECIMENS OF THEIR COMPOSITONS, AND SOME ACCOUNT OF THEIR LIVES AND WRITINGS BY R. FREEMAN, IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1802 £20.00 - £40.00

2184 MALAY ANNALS :TRANSLATED FROM THE MALAY LANGUAGE, BY THE LATE DR JOHN LEYDEN - 1821 £60.00 - £80.00

2185 TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD. A 2195 CHRONICLE OF THE TOWN FROM 1608 TO 1915; AND PAPERS BY VARIOUS WRITERS RELATING TO THE GEOLOGY, PLANT AND ANIMAL LIFE, ARCHAEOLOGY AND OTHER MATTERS OF THE DISTRICT BY HENRY R KNipe, SIGNED BY THE EDITOR - 1916, THE LIFE OR RICHARD NASH OF BATH BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, BOTH BACKS DETACHED - 1762 AND COLBRAN'S NEW GUIDE FOR TUNBRIDGE WELLS, BEING A FULLY AND ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF THE WELLS AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD WITHIN A CIRCUIT OF NEARLY TWENTY MILES AND NOTICES OF THE LONDON AND DOVER RAILWAY BY JAMES PHIPPEN -3- £30.00 - £50.00


MEMOIRS OF THE JACOBITES AT 1715 AND 1745 BY MRS THOMSON IN 3 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1845 £70.00 - £90.00

MARCEL SCHWOB MEMORIES AND LETTERS BY VINCENT O'SULLIVAN LIMITED EDITION ONE OF 75 COPIES - THIS IS ONE OF FIFTEEN COPIES PRINTED ON ZERKALL MOULD MADE PAPER -2004 £50.00 - £70.00

THE PEOPLE OF TIBET BY SIR CHARLES BELL - 1928 AND THE RELIGION OF TIBET BY SIR CHARLES BELL - 1931 £70.00 - £90.00

THE FABLES OF AESOP AND OTHERS WITH DESIGNS ON WOOD BY THOMAS BEWICK, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1807 AND A GENERAL HISTORY OF QUADRUPEDS BY THOMAS BEWICK LACKING SPINE AND BOTH BOARDS DETACHED - 1807 £150.00 - £200.00

MEMOIRS OF BARON DE TOTT CONTAINING THE STATE OF THE TURKISH EMPIRE AND THE CRIMEA DURING THE LATE WAR WITH RUSSIA IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1786 £50.00 - £70.00

THE FIELD SPORTS OF THE NORTH OF EUROPE A NARRATIVE OF ANGLING, HUNTING AND SHOOTING IN SWEDEN AND NORWAY BY CAPTAIN L LLOYD - 1885 £30.00 - £50.00

REYNARD THE FOX OR THE GHOST HEATH RUN BY JOHN MASEFIELD, QUARTER VELLUM BOUND, LIMITED EDITION NO 173/380 SIGNED BY AUTHOR AND ARTIST - 1921 £50.00 - £70.00

A UNIVERSAL MILITARY DICTIONARY, OR A COPIOUS EXPLANATION OF THE TECHNICAL TERMS, ETC BY CAPTAIN GEORGE SMITH, HALF LEATHER BOUND WITH 16 PLATES - 1779 £250.00 - £300.00

PICTURES & PORTRAITS OF THE LIFE AND LAND OF BURNS : ILLUSTRATED BY W.H. BARTLETT T. ALLOM, AND OTHER ARTISTS. BY ALLAN CUNNINGHAM, 2 VOLUMES BOUND IN 1 £20.00 - £30.00

ENGLISH CRICKET BY NEVILLE CARDUS,
SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR AND VARIOUS CRICKET PLAYERS - 1946, FULL SCORE BY NEVILLE CARDUS, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1970 AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY BY NEVILLE CARDUS , SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1947 & VARIOUS OTHER CRICKET EPHEMERA - 3- £60.00 - £80.00

THE MOOR'S LAST SIGH BY SALMAN RUSHDIE, NO 1389/2500 COPIES PRINTED TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF WATERSTONES 100TH BRANCH - 1995, THE EBONY TOWER BY JOHN FOWLES - 1974, THE WIDOW BY NICOLAS FREELING - 1979, MAIGRET IN EXILE BY GEORGES SIMENON - 1978 AND 10 OTHERS BY RUSHDIE, FOWLES & SIMENON - 13- £40.00 - £60.00

THE BOOK OF SUN-DIALS COLLECTED BY MRS ALFRED GATTY, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1890 £15.00 - £25.00

ELEGY IN AUTUMN BY CLINTON SCOLLARD, ONE OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY COPIES PRIVATELY PRINTED ON ITALIAN HAND-MADE PAPER, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1917 £40.00 - £60.00

A SPARRMAN'S ETHNOGRAPHICAL COLLECTION FROM JAMES COOK'S 2ND EXPEDITION (1772-1775) BY J. SODERSTROM - 1939 AND CAPTAIN COOK'S ARTISTS IN THE PACIFIC 1769-1779 BY ANTHONY MURRAY-OLIVIER, HALF LEATHER BOUND IN SLIPCASE - 1969 £80.00 - £120.00

ARMS AND ARMOR IN COLONIAL AMERICA 1526-1783 BY HAROLD L PETERSON - 1956 EUROPEAN HAND FIREARMS OF THE SIXTEENTH, SEVENTEENTH & EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES BY HERBERT J JACKSON & WITH A TREATISE ON SCOTTISH HAND FIREARMS BY CHARLES E WHITELAW, 1 OF 550 COPIES - 1923, DECORATED FIREARMS 1540 - 1870 FROM THE COLLECTION OF CLAY P BEDFORD BY WALLACE B GUSLER AND JAMES D LAVIN - 1977 AND EARLY FIREARMS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND FROM THE COLLECTION OF DAY P BEDFORD - 1971 -4- £60.00 - £80.00


THE GENTLEMAN'S DICTIONARY IN THREE PARTS: THE ART OF RIDING THE GREAT HORSE; THE MILITARY ART; THE ART OF NAVIGATION, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, 1ST EDITION - 1705 £180.00 - £220.00

THE KENTISH GARLAND BY JULIA H.L. DE VAYNES IN 2 VOLUMES - 1881 £30.00 - £50.00

THE HISTORY OF SANQUHAR BY JAMES BROWN, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1891, CHEMISTRY METEOROLOGY AND THE FUNCTION OF DIGESTION CONSIDERED WITH REFERENCE TO NATURAL THEOLOGY BY WILLIAM PROUT, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1834, RECORDS OF THE LANARKSHIRE AND RENFREWSHIRE HUNT BY 'TANTIRY' - 1921 & STUDIES ON LOCH LOMOND II THE FAUNA OF THE RIVER ENDRICH BY PETER S MAITLAND - 1966 - 4 - £40.00 - £60.00

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE ; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, FRONT BOARD DETACHED - 1780 £30.00 - £50.00

THE BEAUTIES OF THE BOSPHORUS BY MISS PARDOE, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1840 £150.00 - £200.00

THE PRACTICE OF PERSPECTIVE OR AN EASY METHOD OF REPRESENTING NATURAL OBJECTS ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF ART BY A JESUIT OF PARIS, TRANSLATED BY E CHALMERS, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1765 £100.00 - £150.00

THE SPRINGTIDE OF LIFE, POEMS OF CHILDHOOD BY ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBORNE, ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR RACKHAM, QUARTER VELLUM BOUND, DE LUXE EDITION NO 300/765, SIGNED BY THE ARTIST - 1918 £250.00 - £300.00

REFERENCE TO NATURAL THEOLOGY BY WILLIAM PROUT, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1834, RECORDS OF THE LANARKSHIRE AND RENFREWSHIRE HUNT BY 'TANTIRY' - 1921 & STUDIES ON LOCH LOMOND II THE FAUNA OF THE RIVER ENDRICH BY PETER S MAITLAND - 1966 - 4 - £40.00 - £60.00

THE GENTLEMAN'S DICTIONARY IN THREE PARTS: THE ART OF RIDING THE GREAT HORSE; THE MILITARY ART; THE ART OF NAVIGATION, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, 1ST EDITION - 1705 £180.00 - £220.00

THE KENTISH GARLAND BY JULIA H.L. DE VAYNES IN 2 VOLUMES - 1881 £30.00 - £50.00

LEADERS & LANDMARKS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY FROM EARLY TO MODERN TIMES BY A.R. HOPE MONCRIEFF & REV H.J. CHAYTOR IN 4 VOLUMES - 1913, THE STORY OF A CHEERFUL SILKWORM BY M.A. WITNEY - 1947, LIGHTS IN NASSAU HALL BY CHARLES G. OSGOOD - 1951 AND IN THE MINDS OF MEN UNESCO 1946 TO 1971 BY VARIOUS - 1972 -7- £30.00 - £50.00

MEMOIRS OF THE PRETENDERS AND THEIR ADHERENTS BY JOHN HENEAGE JESSE IN 3 VOLUMES - 1901 £30.00 - £50.00

A MIDSUMMER-NIGHTS' DREAM BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR RACKHAM - 1912 £50.00 - £70.00

THE BOTANICAL POCKET-BOOK ; WITH OBSERVATIONS ON SOME OF THE RARER PLANTS GROWING IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS - 1840 £100.00 - £150.00

THE KENTISH GARLAND BY JULIA H.L. DE VAYNES IN 2 VOLUMES - 1881 £30.00 - £50.00

THE PRACTICE OF PERSPECTIVE OR AN EASY METHOD OF REPRESENTING NATURAL OBJECTS ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF ART BY A JESUIT OF PARIS, TRANSLATED BY E CHALMERS, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1765 £100.00 - £150.00

THE SPRINGTIDE OF LIFE, POEMS OF CHILDHOOD BY ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBORNE, ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR RACKHAM, QUARTER VELLUM BOUND, DE LUXE EDITION NO 300/765, SIGNED BY THE ARTIST - 1918 £250.00 - £300.00

SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS RELATING TO ARMS AND ARMOUR TO INCLUDE ANTIQUE PISTOL COLLECTING (1400-1860) BY JAMES FRITH AND RONALD ANDREWS - 1960, ANTIQUE FIREARMS BY FREDERICK
WILKINSON - 1969 EARLY PERCUSSION FIREARMS BY LEWIS WINANT - 1961 ETC OVER 1 SHELF £100.00 - £150.00

2216 SELECTION OF VARIOUS LEATHER BOUND BOOKS TO INCLUDE THE CYPRUS:
CONTAINING DEATH BY DR. PORTEUS: THE GRAVE BY REV. ROBERT BLAIR AND THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT BY DR. GLYNN. HALF LEATHER BOUND, 1823, MADEMOISELLE DE MAUPIN BY THEOPHILE GAUTIER IN 2 VOLUMES - 1887, THE HOLY BIBLE - 1823 & 8 OTHERS - 12 - £30.00 - £50.00

2217 SELECTION OF VARIOUS LEATHER BOUND BOOKS TO INCLUDE GESCHICHTE DES AGAION BY CHRISTOPHER MARTIN WIELAND, IN 4 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1798, TRAVELS WITH A DONKEY IN THE CEVENNES BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON - 1908 7 5 OTHERS  -  11 - £30.00 - £50.00

2218 THE ANGLER'S VADE MECUM BY W. CARROLL, 1ST EDITION, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1818 £40.00 - £60.00

2219 PHILOSOPHICAL, POLITICAL AND LITERARY TRAVELS IN RUSSIA DURING THE YEARS 1788 & 1789 TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF CHANTREAU IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES, PRINTED BY R. MORISON, PERTH - 1794 £30.00 - £50.00

2220 PATERSON'S BRITISH ITINERARY BEING A NEW AND ACCURATE DELINEATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE DIRECT AND PRINCIPAL CROSS ROADS OF GREAT BRITAIN BY CAPTAIN DANIEL PATERSON IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1785 £250.00 - £300.00

2221 THE ANTIQUITIES OF CANTERBURY OR A SURVEY OF THAT ANCIENT CITIE WITH THE SUBURBS AND CATHERDRALL BY WILLIAM SOMNER, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1640 £150.00 - £200.00

2222 SENTIMENTAL TOMMY THE STORY OF HIS BOYHOOD BY J.M. BARRIE AUTHORS SIGNATURE STUCK INSIDE - 1896 £20.00 - £30.00

2223 THE VISITOR'S GUIDE OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND ITS ENVIRONS : INCLUDING EVERY LOCAL INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR THE INQUIRING STRANGER BY J. CLIFFORD, THE ILLUSTRATED WALKS & DRIVES GUIDE TO TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND EVERY PLACE OF INTEREST WITHIN A RADIUS OF FIFTEEN MILES BY FRED ROBERTS, PUBLISHED BY GOULDEN & CURRY - 1899 AND ANOTHER - 1903 £50.00 - £70.00

2224 A HISTORY OF THE HIGHLANDS AND OF THE HIGHLAND CLANS; WITH AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION FROM THE HITHERTO INEDITED STUART PAPERS BY JAMES BROWNE, IN 4 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1850

2225 BARON JACQUES D'ADELSWARD FERSEN BY JEREMY REED, COPY H OF EIGHT LETTERED COPIES ON GREEN PAPER, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1997 £50.00 - £70.00

2226 OVERTURE TO OVERLORD BY LIEUTENANT - GENERAL SIR FREDERICK MORGAN - 1950 £40.00 - £60.00

2227 DANIEL DERONDA BY GEORGE ELIOT, FIRST CANADIAN EDITION - 1876 £40.00 - £60.00

2228 PICTURES FROM ITALY BY CHARLES DICKENS - 1846 £30.00 - £50.00

2229 A FLORA OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS, BEING A FIRST OF INDIGENOUS PLANTS WITHIN A RADIUS OF FIFTEEN MILES AROUND THAT PLACE BY EDWARD JENNER £50.00 - £70.00


2231 BRITISH MAMMALS WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY A. THORBURN, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1920 £180.00 - £220.00

2232 ETCHINGS OF AULD AYR AND SOME AYR CHARACTERS BY ROBERT BRYDEN, EDITION LIMITED TO 60 COPIES OF WHICH THIS IS NO.24, SIGNED BY AUTHOR, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1897 £90.00 - £120.00

2233 THE HISTORIE OF THE MOST RENOWNED AND VICTORIOUS PRINCESSE ELIZABETH, LATE QUEEN OF ENGLAND BY WILLIAM CAMDEN, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1630 £150.00 - £200.00

2234 THE OLDEST AND THE NEWEST EMPIRE : CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES BY WILLIAM SPEER - 1870 £20.00 - £30.00

2235 POETIC UNREASON AND OTHER STUDIES BY ROBERT GRAVES - 1925, POEMS (1914-26) BY ROBERT GRAVES - 1927, COUNT BELISARIOUS BY ROBERT GRAVES - 1938, WHIPPERGINNY BY ROBERT GRAVES - 1923 AND 7 OHER BOOKS BY ROBERT GRAVES  - 11- £40.00 - £60.00

2236 A SERIES OF LETTERS, DISCOVERING THE SCHEME PROJECTED BY FRANCE IN MDCCCLIX BY OLIVER MACALLESTER, 2 VOLUMES BOUND AS 1, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, FRONT BOARD DETACHED - 1767 £150.00 - £200.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author/Contributors</th>
<th>Publisher/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAL aerospace OVER 1 SHELF</td>
<td>PAL Aerospace</td>
<td>A&amp;F Publishing, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTY- TWO YEARS SCRAPBOOK OF RARE ANCIENT FIREARMS BY F. THEODORE DEXTER</td>
<td>Forty-Two Years Scrapbook of Rare Ancient Firearms</td>
<td>A&amp;F Publishing, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM FLINTLOCK TO M1 WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY JOSEPH W SHIELDS, JR</td>
<td>From Flintlock to M1 Written and Illustrated</td>
<td>A&amp;F Publishing, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATH-CLUTHA OR THE BEAUTIES OF CLYDE BY JOHN M LEIGHTON AND SWAN'S</td>
<td>Strath-Clutha or the Beauties of Clyde</td>
<td>A&amp;F Publishing, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2257 KINGSLEY AMIS: ONE FAT ENGLISHMAN A NOVEL - 1963, THE GREEN MAN - 1969, ENDING UP - 1974, THE ALTERATION - 1976 AND 6 OTHERS BY KINGSLEY AMIS ALL 1ST EDITION IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPERs (10) £50.00 - £70.00

2258 THE CAPE AND THE KAFIRS BY ALFRED W. COLE - 1852 & THE WRONGS OF THE CAFFRE NATION; A NARRATIVE BY JUSTUS, 1ST EDITION - 1837 (2) £60.00 - £80.00

2259 THE PIOUS CAT BY OBAID-E SAKANI, TRANSLATED BY BASIL BUNTING, LIMITED EDITION NO 42/200 WITH A 10-PAGE REPRODUCTION A BUNTINGS HALOGRAPH & A FACSIMILE OF THE PERSIAN PAMPHLET HE USED IN SLIPCASE £30.00 - £50.00

2260 DIE GROSSEN BUCHSENMACHER BY HANS SCEDELMANN - 1972, KOMBINATIONS WAFFEN DES 15 - 19 JAHRHUNDRERTS BY HEINZ- WERNER LEWERKEN - 1989, DIE HAND- UND FAUSTFEUERWAFFEN DER HABSBURGISCHEN HEERE BY ERICH GABRIEL - 1990 & 4 OTHER GERMAN ARMS AND ARMOUR RELATED BOOKS -7- £80.00 - £120.00


2261D SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON TRAVEL, ART, SCOTLAND ETC TO INCLUDE SCOTLAND'S LANDSCAPES BY JAMES CRAWFORD - 2012, THE HISTORY OF MOTOR RACING BY WILLIAM BODDY - 1978, THE ULTIMATE HISTORY OF FAST CARS BY JONATHAN WOOD - 2006, THE EDGE OF PHYSICS BY ANIL ANANTHASWANY - 2010 ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

2261E SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON FICTION, LITERATURE, TRAVEL, HISTORY ETC TO INCLUDE VARIOUS PENGUIN PAPERBACKS, Waverly Novels, half Leather Bound, the Miscellaneous Works of Oliver Goldsmith the Globe Edition - 1904, BEHIND THE FACADE, FOUR CENTURIES OF SCOTTISH INTERIORS BY SHEILA MACKAY - 1995 ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

2261F SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON LITERATURE, GENERAL FICTION ETC TO INCLUDE HARE SITTING UP BY MICHAEL INNES - 1959, FAMILIAR STUDIES OF MEN AND BOOKS BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON - 1888, BALTHAZAR BY LAWRENCE DURRELL - 1960, HOME MAKING BY JULIA CAIRNS, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £40.00

2261G SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON MUSIC, FICTION, RELIGION ETC TO INCLUDE LAST LEAVES OF TRADITIONAL BALLADS AND BALLAD AIRS BY GAVIN CREIG - 1925, OFFICER FACTORY BY HANS HELLMUT KIRST - 1972, VENUS WITH PISTOL BY GAVIN LYALL - 1989 ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00


2261I SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON FICTION, CHILDREN, LITERATURE ETC TO INCLUDE THE POSTHUMOUS PAPERS OF THE PICKWICK CLUB BY CHARLES DICKENS, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1899, VARIOUS GILES CARTONS, THE JUNGLE BOOK BY RUDYARD KIPLING - 1909 ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

2261J SELECTION OF VARIOUS MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS TO INCLUDE BRITISH BIRDS EGGS AND NESTS BY REV. J.C. ATKINSON, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1861, HISTORY OF LOCH KINNAIRD BY REV. J.G. MICHEIE - 1877, MODELLING AND SCULPTURE BY F.J. GLASS - 1929, THE RUDIMENTS OF FIGURE DRAWING BY ROWLAND W. ALSTON - 1933 AND VARIOUS OTHERS ON ART, HISTORY, FICTION ETC OVER 10 SHELVES, SOME IN POOR CONDITION £20.00 - £30.00
2261  CASTLE RACKRENT AND THE ABSENTEE BY MARIA EDGEWORTH - 1985, THE MARQUIS OF LOSSIE BY GEORGE MACDONALD - 1927, VARIOUS ANNUALS ETC OVER 3 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

2262  A TREATISE OF SUCH MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS AS ARE USUALLY PUT INTO A PORTABLE CASE, CONTAINING THEIR VARIOUS USES IN ARITHMETIC, GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY, ARCHITECTURE, SURVEYING, GUNNERY, ETC BY J ROBERTSON, FULLY LEATHER BOUND WITH 9 PLATES - 1757 £150.00 - £200.00

2263  SKETCHES AND RECOLLECTIONS OF THE WEST INDIES BY A RESIDENT, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1828 £180.00 - £220.00

2263  A SET OF 24 HALF LEATHER BOUND NOVELS BY SIR WALTER SCOTT - 1912 £65.00 - £85.00

2263  THE MAGIC-BEANO BOOK 1945 ANNUAL £20.00 - £30.00

2264  A MILITARY DICTIONARY, EXPLAINING AND DESCRIBING, THE TECHNICAL TERMS, WORKS AND MACHINES, USED IN THE SCIENCE OF WAR BY VARIOUS, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1780 £80.00 - £120.00

2265  VIEW OF THE MINERALOGY, AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURES AND FISHERIES OF THE ISLAND OF ARRAN BY REV. JAMES HEADRICK, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1807 £100.00 - £150.00

2266  THE HISTORY OF ROMNEY MARSH FROM ITS Earliest Formation TO 1837 BY WILLIAM HOLLOWAY - 1849 £80.00 - £120.00

2267  ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION OR THE PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE BY CHARLES DARWIN - 1900 £30.00 - £50.00

2268  9 BOOKS PREVIOUSLY OWNED BY DAVID WATERTON TO INCLUDE DUMAS ART ANNUAL AN ILLUSTRATED RECORD OF THE EXHIBITION OF THE WORLD 1882 - 1882, SECRETS OF ANIMAL LIFE BY J. ARTHUR THOMSON - 1919, WASP STUDIES AFIELD BY PHIL RAU AND NELLIE RAU - 1918, THE DEMI-GODS BY JAMES STEPHENS - 1914 & 5 OTHERS £30.00 - £50.00

2269  THREE HYMNS TO LENIN BY HUGH MACDIARMID, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1957 STONY LIMITED AND SCOTS UNBOUND AND OTHER POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID - 1956 AND PENNY WHEEP BY HUGH MACDIARMID IN ORIGINAL DUSTJACKET - 1926 -3- £50.00 - £70.00

2270  LHASA AND ITS MYSTERIES WITH A RECORD OF THE EXPEDITION OF 1903 - 1904 BY L AUSTINE WADDELL - 1906 AND THE BUDDHISM OF TIBET OR LANAISIM BY L AUSTINE WADDELL - 1934 £70.00 - £90.00

2271  STRANGE BEDFELLOWS : W.E. HENELY AND FEMINIST FASHION HISTORY BY LINDA K HUGHES, LIMITED EDITION NO 23/75 - 1997, THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE COIN SOME FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN FREDERICK WILLIAM ROLFE AND GRANT RICHARDS, LIMITED EDITION NO 13/95 PRINTED ON SHEEPSKIN HAND - MADE PAPER - 1974 & FREDERICK WILLIAM ROLFE & EDITORS BY DONALD WEEKS, LIMITED EDITION NO 17/110 SET IN PERPETUA AND PRINTED ON WS VELLUM - 1984 -3- £50.00 - £70.00

2272  THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION OR THE PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE BY CHARLES DARWIN - 1900 £30.00 - £50.00

2273  ORIGIN & SERVICES OF THE COLDSTREAM GUARDS BY COLONEL MACKINNON, IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1833 £25.00 - £35.00

2274  THE RED HEART SAGAS OF CENTRALIA BY FRANK CLUNE, PUBLISHER'S PRESENTATION COPY FROM PUBLISHER TO AUTHOR - 1944, IN AUSTRALIAN TROPICS BY ALFRED SEARCY - 1907, HORROCKS HANDY GUIDE TO THE BLUE MOUNTAINS AND CAVES OF NEW SOUTH WAES - 3- £40.00 - £60.00

2275  HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF DISCOVERIES AND TRAVELS IN AFRICA BY THE LATE JOHN LEYDEN, M.D. ENLARGED AND COMPLETED TO THE PRESENT TIME BY HUGH MURRAY IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1817 £100.00 - £150.00

2276  THE HISTORY OF ROMNEY MARSH FROM ITS Earliest Formation TO 1837 BY WILLIAM HOLLOWAY - 1849 £80.00 - £120.00

2277  THE MINERAL SPINGS OF ENGLAND AND THEIR CURATIVE EFFICACY : WITH REMARKS ON BATHING AND ON ARTIFICIAL MINERAL WATERS BY EDWIN LEE - 1841 £80.00 - £120.00

2278  THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION OR THE PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE BY CHARLES DARWIN - 1900 £30.00 - £50.00

2279  THE RED HEART SAGAS OF CENTRALIA BY FRANK CLUNE, PUBLISHER'S PRESENTATION COPY FROM PUBLISHER TO AUTHOR - 1944, IN AUSTRALIAN TROPICS BY ALFRED SEARCY - 1907, HORROCKS HANDY GUIDE TO THE BLUE MOUNTAINS AND CAVES OF NEW SOUTH WAES - 3- £40.00 - £60.00

2280  THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION OR THE PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE BY CHARLES DARWIN - 1900 £30.00 - £50.00

2281  THOUGHTS ON THE KENTUCKY RIFLE IN ITS GOLDEN AGE BY JOE KINDIG, J.R. - 1960, EARLY AMERICAN GUNSMITHS 1650 - 1850 BY HENRY J KAUFFMAN - 1952, WINCHESTER THE GUN THAT WON THE WEST BY HAROLD F WILLIAMSON - 1952, THE RIFLED MUSKET BY CLAUD E FULLER - 1958 & 3 OTHER FIREARMS RELATED BOOKS -7- £80.00 - £120.00

2282  T S ELIOT A STUDY OF HIS WRITINGS BY SEVERAL HANDS BY B RAJAN - 1947 CINDER THURSDAY BY HERBERT E PALMER - 1931, T S ELIOT THE DESIGN OF HIS POETRY BY ELIZABETH DREW - 1950, T S ELIOT BY PETER ACKROYD - 1984 & 12 OTHER BOOKS
RELATING TO T S ELIOT -16- £60.00 - £80.00

2280 THE NAVAL HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN BY WILLIAM JAMES IN 5 HALFBOUND VOLUMES - 1822 1ST EDITION £200.00 - £250.00

2281 CARMINA GADELICA, HYMNS AND INCANTATIONS BY ALEXANDER CARMICHAEL IN 2 VOLUMES, LIMITED EDITION - 1900 £80.00 - £120.00

2282 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON CHEMISTRY, ECOLOGY, GEOLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, ETC TO INCLUDE THE FLORA OF PERTHSHIRE BY FRANCIS BUCHANAN WHITE - 1898, THE OLD RED SANDSTONE; OR, NEW WALKS IN AN OLD FIELD BY HUGH MILLER - 1858, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY BY LAWRENCE EDWIN COLE - 1939, ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £20.00 - £40.00

2283 O WHA'S BEEN HERE AFORE ME, LASS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO.20/100, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1931 AND A CLYACK-SHEAF BY HUGH MACDIARMID, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1969 £50.00 - £60.00

2284 REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, IN REGARD TO THE ABERDEEN HARBOUR BILL, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1839 & ABERDEEN HARBOUR EVIDENCE AND PROCEEDINGS IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, IN REGARDS TO THE ABERDEEN HARBOUR BILL - 1839 £30.00 - £50.00

2285 THE PRESENT STATE AND REGULATIONS OF THE CHURCH OF RUSSIA ESTABLISHED BY THE LATE TSAR'S ROYAL EDICT BY THOMAS CONSETT, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1729 £200.00 - £300.00

2286 IPPOLITO E LIONORA FROM A MANUSCRIPT OF FELICE FELICIANO IN THE HARVARD COLLEGE LIBRARY, FULLY VELLUM BOUND, LIMITED EDITION NO.29/200, IN SLIPCASE - 1970 £100.00 - £150.00

2287 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1786 £180.00 - £220.00

2288 THE TONBRIDGE OF YESTERDAY BY ARTHUR H NEVE - 1933, MEMOIR OF WILLIAM SMITH - 1904 AND VARIOUS OTHER TUNBRIDGE WELLS RELATED BOOKS TO INCLUDE GUIDE, SCENERY, ETC OVER HALF SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

2289 F BURTON, VOLS 1 & 6 ONLY TOGETHER WITH 7 SUPPLEMENTAL NIGHTS VOLUMES TO INCLUDE THREE VOLUME 4'S, THREE VOLUME 5'S AND A VOLUME 6 - 1885 £30.00 - £50.00

2290 A PLAIN CARD AND LITERAL TRANSLATION OF THE ARABIAN NIGHTS ENTERTAINMENTS, NOW ENTITLED THE BOOKS OF THE THOUSAND NIGHTS AND A NIGHT BY RICHARD F BURTON, VOLS 1 & 6 ONLY TOGETHER WITH 7 SUPPLEMENTAL NIGHTS VOLUMES TO INCLUDE THREE VOLUME 4'S, THREE VOLUME 5'S AND A VOLUME 6 - 1885 £30.00 - £50.00

A CLYACK-SHEAF BY HUGH MACDIARMID, WITH AUTHOR'S GIFT INSCRIPTION, DAVID HUME SCOTLAND'S GREATEST SON BY HUGH MACDIARMID - 1961, FRANCIS GEORGE SCOTT AN ESSAY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY 25TH JANUARY 1955 BY HUGH MACDIARMID - 1955 AND EARLY LYRICS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO.22/350 SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR AND EDITOR - 1968 £50.00 - £70.00

JUDITH BY DR. MONTAGUE, COLOUR PLATES AFTER DRAWINGS BY W RUSSELL FLINT, LIMITED EDITION 386/875, THE HAYMARKET PRESS - 1928 £20.00 - £30.00

TWELFTH NIGHT A PERSONAL VIEW BY ROY FULLER, CORRECTED PROOF COPY, TRAGARA PRESS - 1985 £50.00 - £70.00

WILLIAM DUNBAR 1460-1520 A STUDY IN THE POETRY AND HISTORY OF SCOTLAND BY J. G. MACKAY, PRINTED FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATED ON HAND-MADE PAPER - 1889 £35.00 - £55.00

THE PANTILES PAPERS, 2 VOLUMES BOUND AS 1, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1878 £40.00 - £60.00

ASPECTS OF DUTCH GUNMAKING BY H L VISSER AND D W BAILEY - 1997, DUTCH GUNS IN RUSSIA BY H L BLACKMORE, A HOFF AND H L VISSER - 1996 AND FIREARMS OF THE ROYAL ARMOURIES I FROM GUSTAR II ADOLF TO CHARLES XIII BY NILS DREJHOLT - 1996 £70.00 - £90.00

THE FLOWERING PLANTS OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS & NEIGHBOURHOOD BY RICHARD DEAKIN - 1871, THE TONBRIDGE OF YESTERDAY BY ARTHUR H NEVE - 1933, MEMOIR OF WILLIAM SMITH - 1904 AND VARIOUS OTHER TUNBRIDGE WELLS RELATED BOOKS TO INCLUDE GUIDE, SCENERY, ETC OVER HALF SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

THE COLLECTED POEMS OF JOHN DRINKWATER, IN 2 VOLUMES, LIMITED EDITION NO.178/230 ON HAND-MADE PAPER, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1923 AND POEMS BY FRANCIS THOMPSON, ONE OF FIVE HUNDRED COPIES PRINTED - 1893 £30.00 - £50.00

LOVE AND LIFE AN OLD STORY IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY COSTUME BY CHARLOTTE M YONGE, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1880 AND ISLAND NIGHTS ENTERTAINMENTS BY ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON - 1893 £30.00 - £50.00

THE PONNAGE POOL BY HELEN BURNESS
CRUICKSHANK, SIGNED - 1968, UP THE NORAN WATER AND OTHER SCOTS POEMS BY HELEN B CRUICKSHANK, SIGNED - 1934, 2 COPIES OF SEA BUCKTHORN BY HELEN B CRUICKSHANK, BOTH SIGNED - 1954 AND SEA-BUCKTHORN FOR THE COLLEGIATE CHOIR, SIGNED BY HELEN B CRUICKSHANK - 5- £40.00 - £60.00

2309

CICERO ORATIONS AND ESSAYS WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY REGINALD H BARROW AND ILLUSTRATIONS BY SALVATORE FIUME, LIMITED EDITION NO.992/1500, SIGNED BY ILLUSTRATOR, IN SLIPCASE - 1972, LIBERALE RITROVATO NELL ESOPO VERONESE DEL 1479 BY GIOVANNI MARDERSTEIG - 1973 AND THE OFFICINA BODONI JOHN BARR - 1978 -3- £50.00 - £70.00

2310

JOURNAL OF A SECOND VOYAGE FOR THE DISCOVERY OF A NORTH-WEST PASSAGE FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC UNDER THE ORDERS OF CAPTAIN WILLIAM PARRY - 1824 £180.00 - £220.00

2302

THE SOLID MANDALA BY PATRICK WHITE - 1966, HAVE MERCY ON US ALL BY FRED VARGAS - 2003, DUFFY BY DAN KAVANAGH - 1980, IN THE DARKNESS OF MY FURY BY RICARDO FERNANDEZ DE LA REGUERA - 1959 AND VARIOUS OTHER MODERN FICTION 1ST EDITION OVER 1 SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

2303

SELECTION OF VARIOUS MILITARY, AVIATION AND NAVAL RELATED BOOKS TO INCLUDE DESTINY CAN WAIT THE POLISH AIR FORCE IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR - 1949, KG 200 THE TRUE STORY BY P W STAHL - 1981, UNDERSEA WARFARE BY RICHARD HUMBLE - 1981, ETC OVER 1 SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

2304

THE BOW-MANS GLORY, OR, ARCHERY REVIVED GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THE MANY SIGNAL FAVOURS VOUCHSAFED TO ARCHERS AND ARCHERY BY THOSE RENOWNED MONARCHS, KING HENRY VIII, KING JAMES I, AND KING CHARLES I BY WILLIAM WOOD, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1691 £50.00 - £70.00

2306

THE WORKS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON VAILIMA EDITION, LIMITED EDITION SET NO.422/1060, 26 VOLUMES - 1922 £70.00 - £90.00

2307


2308
FILIBUSTERS IN BARBARY - 1932, TIME AND WESTERN MAN - 1927, AND BLASTING & BOMBARDIERING - 1937  (4) £40.00 - £60.00

2319 CAN YOU FORGIVE HER? BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE, 2 VOLUMES BOUND AS 1 - 1866, SWALLOW A TALE OF THE GREAT TREK BY RIDER HAGGARD - 1899, RELIUS OF SHELLEY, BY RICHARD GARNETT - 1862, AND THE IMPROVISATORE: OR, LIFE IN ITALY FROM THE DANISH OF HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON BY MARY HOWITT - 1847 -4- £30.00 - £50.00


2321 POEMS BY ROBERT BRIDGES, 1ST EDITION - 1873 £50.00 - £70.00

2322 WITH THE LIVING VOICE BY JOHN MASEFIELD, LIMITED EDITION NO.236/265, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1925, COUNTER-ATTACK AND OTHER POEMS BY SIEGFRIED SASSOON - 1918, PASTORALS: A BOOK OF VERSES BY E C BLUNDEN, ONE OF 1050 COPIES PRINTED - 1916, VERSES AND TRANSLATIONS BY TURNER, AUTHORS GIFT INSCRIPTIONS TO SIR HUGH WALPOLE - 1901 AND TWO OTHERS -6- £60.00 - £80.00

2323 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON SCOTLAND, FICTION, POETRY, ETC TO INCLUDE A WANDERER IN FLORENCE BY E V LUCAS - 1912, OLD ST ANDREWS BY ERIC S ROBERTSON - 1923, THE SCOTTISH POEMS OF VIOLET JACOB - 1944, LES CONFESSIONS DE J J ROUSSEAU, IN 3 VOLUMES - 1914, ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £50.00 - £70.00

2324 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE, OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1826 £150.00 - £200.00

2325 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1814 £70.00 - £90.00

2326 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J CLIFFORD - 1826 £50.00 - £70.00

2327 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE; OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1786 £150.00 - £200.00

2328 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE: OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J CLIFFORD - 1826 £50.00 - £70.00


2330 PORTUGUESE NAYASSALAND BY W BASIL WORSFOLD - 1899 £60.00 - £80.00

2331 SELECTED POEMS OF HUGH MACDIARMID BY R CROMBIE SAUNDERS; THE FIRE OF THE SPIRIT TWO POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO.302/350 - 1965, A KIST OF WHISTLES NEW POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, A LAP OF HONOUR BY HUGH MACDIARMID - 1967 AND THE MINISTRY OF WATER TWO POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO.72/125, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1964 - 5- £50.00 - £70.00

2332 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1786 £150.00 - £200.00

2333 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE: OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - 1786 £150.00 - £200.00

2334 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1814 £70.00 - £90.00

2335 THE HOWDY & THE UPGETTING TWO TALES AS RELATED BY THE LATE THOMAS BEWICK, LIMITED EDITION NO.86/120 - 1987, WAITING FOR DEATH AN UNFINISHED WOOD ENGRAVING BY THOMAS BEWICK, LIMITED EDITION NO.169/250, BOTH BY BLACK PENNELL PRESS - 1982 £30.00 - £50.00

2336 A MAN FROM THE NORTH BY E A BENNETT, 1ST EDITION - 1898 £100.00 - £150.00

2337 THE DISSOLVING FABRIC BY PAUL BLACKBURN - 1955 AND SELECTED VERSES BY GILBERT FRANKAU, LIMITED EDITION NO.15/18, BOUND IN VELUM AND SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR, IN SLIPCASE - 1943 £40.00 - £60.00

2338 ASCANIUS; OR, THE YOUNG ADVENTURER
CONTAINING AN IMPARTIAL ACCOUNT OF THE LATE REBELLION IN SCOTLAND, PRINTED BY WEIR AND MCLEAN PAISLEY, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1769 (PRINTING ESTABLISHED IN PAISLEY IN THIS YEAR) £40.00 - £60.00

EDWIN MORGAN: GLASGOW SONNETS, LIMITED EDITION NO.82/125 SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1972, TWELVE SONGS, LIMITED EDITION NO.80/100 ON HODGKINSON'S HAND-MADE PAPER SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1970 AND THE HORSEMAN'S WORD A SEQUENCE OF CONCRETE POEMS - 1970 (3) £40.00 - £60.00

HISTORY, GAZETTEER, AND DIRECTORY OF THE COUNTY OF KENT, COMPRISING A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE COUNTY, AND THE SEES OF CANTERBURY AND ROCHESTER BY SAMUEL BAGSHAW IN 2 VOLUMES - 1847 £50.00 - £70.00

PATERSON PISTOLS BY JAMES E SERVEN - 1946, HENRY DERINGER'S POCKET PISTOL BY JOHN E PARSONS - 1952, AMERICAN PERCUSSION REVOLVERS BY FRANK M SELLERS & SAMUEL E SMITH - 1971, COLT'S VARIATIONS OF THE OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL 1848-1872 BY P L SHUMAKER - 1957 AND ONE OTHER BOOK ON US PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS - 5- £70.00 - £90.00

A HISTORY PEEBLESSHIRE BY JAMES WALTER BUCHAN, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1925, ANNALS OF DUDDINGSTON AND PORTOBELLO BY WILLIAM BAIRD - 1898, INVERURIE AND EARLDOM OF THE GARIOCH BY REV. JOHN DAVIDSON - 1872, AND GLASS ABERDEENSHIRE THE STORY OF A PARISH BY JAMES GODSMAN, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1970 -5- £30.00 - £50.00

ANITA BROOKNER: LOOK AT ME - 1983, A START IN LIFE - 1981, A MISALLIANCE - 1986, LATECOMERS - 1988 AND 6 OTHERS BY ANITA BROOKNER, ALL DUSTWRAPPED (10) £60.00 - £80.00

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE IN THE TERRITORY OF ALASKA BY FREDERICK WHYMPER - 1868 £70.00 - £90.00

MARSH & MUDFLAT BY MAJOR KENNETH DAWSON - 1931, HUNTING SONGS BY R E EGERTON WARBURTON - 1925, BIRDS AND THEIR YOUNG BY T A COWARD - 1923, THE MOTHS OF THE BRITISH ISLES BY RICHARD SOUTH, IN 2 VOLUMES AND 5 OTHER SIMILARLY RELATED BOOKS -10- £40.00 - £60.00

OUR SOUTH AFRICA PAST AND PRESENT BY C GRAHAM BOTHA - 1938, THE FIRST WORLD WAR A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY BY LAWRENCE STALLINGS - 1933, OUR LAND A SERIES OF ONE HUNDRED DRAWINGS BY CHARLES E PEERS, CINEMA CAVALCADE BY H E BLYTH AND 4 OTHERS -8- £20.00 - £40.00

THE SORROWS OF PRIAPUS BY EDWARD DAHLBERG - 1957, KEEPERS OF THE HOUSE BY LISA ST AUBIN DE TERAN - 1982, ONE OF THE FOUNDERS BY P H NEWBY - 1965, SUNDAY BEST BY BERNICE RUBENS - 1971 AND VARIOUS OTHER MODERN FICTION 1ST EDITION OVER 1 SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

PURSUIT THE CHASE AND SINKING OF THE BISMARCK BY LUDOVIC KENNEDY - 1974, ADOLF HITLER BY JOHN TOLAND - 1977, EAGLE'S WINGS BY HAJO HERRMANN - 1991, HITLER'S NAVAL WAR BY CAJUS BEKKER - 1974 & VARIOUS OTHER NAZI RELATED BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £80.00 - £120.00

THE STORY OF COLT'S REVOLVER THE BIOGRAPHY OF COL. SAMUEL COLT BY WILLIAM B EDWARDS - 1953, '51 COLT NAVIES BY NATHAN L SWAYZE - 1967, COLT FIREARMS 1836-1958 BY JAMES E SERVEN - 1959 ANS SMITH & WESSON HAND GUNS BY ROY C MCHENRY & WALTER R ROPER - 1945 -4- £90.00 - £120.00

THE VIRGIN AND GIPSY BY D H LAWRENCE, LUNGARNO SERIES NO.4 - 1930, THE MAN WHO DIED BY D H LAWRENCE, LUNGARNO SERIES NO.10 - 1932, PANSIES POEMS BY D H LAWRENCE - 1929 AND 23 OTHER D H LAWRENCE RELATED BOOKS -27- £80.00 - £120.00

THE WORKS OF JOSEPH CONRAD, IN 20 VOLUMES, LIMITED EDITION NO.619/780 SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR, MOST IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPERS - 1921 OVER 1 SHELF £500.00 - £700.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2356</td>
<td>A LETTER TO THE BISHOP OF CARLISLE, CONCERNING ONE OF HIS PREDECESSORS BISHOP MERKS; ON OCCASION OF A NEW VOLUME FOR THE PRETENDER, UNTITLED, THE HEREDITY RIGHT OF THE CROWN OF ENGLAND ASSERTED BY WHITE KENNED - 1713 £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2357</td>
<td>COLLECTED WORKS OF GEORGE MEREDITH IN 20 VOLUMES, SURREY EDITION - 1912 £20.00 - £40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2358</td>
<td>LANDESZEUGHAUS GRAZ, AUSTRIA RADSCHLORS SAMMLUNG/WHEELLOCK COLLECTION BY ROBERT BROOKER, SIGNED TO TITLE PAGE - 2007, DIE WAFFENSAMMLUNG DES FURSTEN SALM-REIFFERSCHEIDT ZU SCHLORS DYCK - 1906 AND PISTOLES, TRABURS I PEDRENYALS LA PRODUCCIO D'ARMES PORTATILS DE FOC A CATA LUNYA DE 1462 &amp; 1869 - 1995 -3- £100.00 - £150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2359</td>
<td>NAPOLEON OUR LAST GREAT MAN BY ELYSTAN M BEARDSLEY, HALF LEATHER BOUND, SCENES OF INFANCY: DESCRIPTIVE OF TEVIOTDALE BY JOHN LEYDEN, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1811 AND SCOTTISH DESCRIPTIVE POEMS; WITH SOME ILLUSTRATIONS OF SCOTTISH LITERACY ANTIQUES, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1803 -3- £30.00 - £50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2360</td>
<td>THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT &amp; PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J CLIFFORD, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1827 £50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2361</td>
<td>FAR AWAY UP THE NILE BY JOHN G MILLAIS - 1924, THE ALBERT NYANZA GREAT BASIN OF THE NILE AND EXPLORATIONS OF THE NILE SOURCES BY SAMUEL WHITE BAKER, VOLUME 1 - 1962 AND THE NILE THE LIFE STORY OF A RIVER BY EMIL LUDWIG - 1950 -3- £60.00 - £80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2362</td>
<td>PETER IBBETSON BY GEORGE DU MAURIER, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1892, THE ROMANY RYE BY GEORGE BARROW, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1858, THAT LASS O' LOWRIES' BY FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT - 1877, RIENZI, THE LAST OF THE ROMAN TRIBUNES BY SIR EDWARD BULWER LYTTON - 1848 AND MARTIAN BY GEORGE DU MAURIER - 1898 -7- £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2364</td>
<td>THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT &amp; PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J CLIFFORD, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1834 £50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2365</td>
<td>HUGH MACDIARMID: SANGSCHAW, IN ORIGINAL DUSTJACKET - 1925, MORE COLLECTED POEMS - 1970, ANOTHER COPY, AND EARLY LYRICS BY HUGH MACDIARMID LIMITED EDITION EDITION NO. 68/350, WITH AUTHORS GIFT INSCRIPTION - 1968 (4) £50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2366</td>
<td>THE BOOK OF THE PRIVATE PRESS A CHECK-LIST BY THOMAS RAE &amp; GEOFFREY HANDLEY-TAYLOR, LIMITED EDITION NO.540/750 - 1958 AND ANOTHER BOUND Copied example -2- £20.00 - £30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2367</td>
<td>A JOURNEY ROUND THE COAST OF KENT BY L FUSSELL - 1818, THE BEAUTIES OF ENGLAND AND WALES; OR, ORIGINAL DELINEATIONS, TOPOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL, AND DESCRIPTIVE, OF EACH COUNTRY, VOLUME 8, KENT, BY EDWARD WEDLAKE BRAYLEY, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1808 AND AN HISTORICAL TOPOGRAPHICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF THE WEALD OF KENT BY T D W DEARN, LACKING BOARDS - 1814 -3- £40.00 - £60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2368</td>
<td>THE SECOND WORLD WAR BY WINSTON S CHURCHILL IN 6 VOLUMES, 1ST EDITION - 1948, EIGHT YEARS OVERSEAS 1939-1947 BY FIELD-MARSHAL LORD WILSON - 1948, H.M.S ULYSSES BY ALISTAIR MACLEAN - 1955, SOLDIER POETS SONGS OF THE FIGHTING MEN TRENCH EDITION - 1916 AND 7 OTHER WAR RELATED BOOKS  -16- £60.00 - £80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2370</td>
<td>TRAVELLING HOME AND OTHER POEMS BY FRANCES CORNFORD - 1948, THE FLAMING TERRAPIN BY ROY CAMPBELL - 1924, POEMS BY KENNETH ALLOTT - 1938, FLOWERING CACTUS POEMS 1942-49 BY MICHAEL HAMBURGER - 1950 &amp; 5 OTHER POETRY BOOKS -9- £30.00 - £50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2371</td>
<td>OUT OF THIS WORLD BY GRAHAM SWIFT - 1988, MF BY ANTHONY BURGESS - 1971, ALONE IN BERLIN BY HANS FALLCADA - 2009, EINSTEIN'S MONSTERS BY MARTIN AMIS - 2000 £50.00 - £70.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1987 AND VARIOUS OTHER 1ST EDITION MODERN FICTION BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £50.00 - £70.00

2372 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON SILVER TO INCLUDE OLD SILVER FOR MODERN SETTINGS BY EDWARD WENHAM - 1950, OLD COUNTRY SILVER BY MARGARET HOLLAND - 1971, ENGLISH DOMESTIC SILVER BY C C OMAN - 1934, ROCOCO SILVER 1727-1765 BY ARTHUR GRIMMWADE - 1974, ETC OVER 1 SHELF £30.00 - £50.00

2373 CARMINA AMICO PRIVATELY PRINTED, ONE OF ONE HUNDRED COPIES & ONE OF FIFTY ON LAFUMA PAPER BOUND IN HALF VELLUM, PRIVATELY PRINTED - 1932 £300.00 - £400.00

2374 AN UNIVERSAL MILITARY DICTIONARY, OR A COPIOUS EXPLANATION OF THE TECHNICAL TERMS, ETC USED IN THE EQUIPMENT, MACHINERY, MOVEMENTS, AND MILITARY OPERATIONS OF AN ARMY BY CAPTAIN GEORGE SMITH, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, WITH 16 PLATES - 1779 £300.00 - £400.00

2375 THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS GUIDE: OR AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE BY J SPRANGE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1780 £150.00 - £200.00

2376 A BOY’S SONG A POEM BY JAMES HOGG, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND, ONE OF ONE HUNDRED COPIES - 1986 AND FOUR TALES OF THE CLYDE BY THOMAS RAE LIMITED EDITION NO.65/200 - 1983 £30.00 - £50.00

2377 PLOUGHED EARTH POEMS BY CLAUDE COLLER ABBOTT, LIMITED EDITION NO.13/50 SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1930, THE SUN MY MONUMENT BY LAURIE LEE - 1944, THE FLAMING TERRAPIN BY ROY CAMPBELL - 1924, COLLECTED POEMS BY CHARLES GRAVES, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1972 & 11 OTHER POETRY BOOKS - 15- £50.00 - £70.00

2378 THE DEEMSTER BY HALL CAINE, IN 3 VOLUMES - 1887 £40.00 - £60.00

2379 HUGH MACDIARMID (C M GRIEVE) BY KENNETH BUTHLAY, SIGNED BY MACDIARMID - 1964, STONY LIMITS AND SCOTS UNBOUND AND OTHER POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID - 1956 AND FIRST HYMN TO LENIN AND OTHER POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO.71/450 IN SLIPCASE - 1931 -3- £50.00 - £70.00

2380 DE MIRABILIBUS PECCI; BEING THE WONDERS OF THE PEAK IN DARBY-SHIRE, COMMONLY CALLED THE DEVILS’ ARSE OF PEAK BY CHARLES COTTON AND THOMAS HOBBES, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1678 £200.00 - £300.00

2381 A TOPOGRAPHIC OR SURVEY OF THE COUNTRY OF KENT WITH SOME CHRONOLOGICAL, HISTORICAL, AND OTHER MATTERS TOUCHING THE SAME: AND THE SEVERAL PARISHES AND PLACES THEREIN BY RICHARD KILBURNE, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1659 £120.00 - £180.00


2383 THE VISSER COLLECTION ARMS OF THE NETHERLANDS IN THE COLLECTION OF H L VISSER BY J P PUYPE, IN 2 VOLUMES (VOL. 1 IN 3 PARTS) - 1996 -4- £120.00 - £180.00

2384 REMBRANDT HIS LIFE, HIS WORK, AND HIS TIME BY EMILE MICHEL, IN 2 HALF VELLUM BOUND VOLUMES - 1895, THE ART OF ILLUMINATING AS PRACTISED IN EUROPE FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES BY W R TYMMS - 1860, REMBRANDT SIXTEEN EXAMPLES OF THE ARTISTS WORK IN COLOUR BY MORTIMER MENPES - 1911 AND THE LOVES OF THE POETS; OR, PORTRAITS OF IDEAL BEAUTY BY THE MOST EMINENT ARTISTS - 1860 -5- £30.00 - £50.00

2385 AN ANALYSIS OF THE MINERAL WATER OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS, WITH SOME ACCOUNTS OF ITS MEDICINAL PROPERTIES BY CHARLES SCUDAMORE - 1816, A MEDICAL TOPOGRAPHY OF TUNBRIDGE WELLS BY ROBERT HUTCHISON POWELL - 1846, ANOTHER COPY, AND THE SPAS OF ENGLAND, AND PRINCIPAL SEA-BATHING PLACES BY A B GRANVILLE (SOUTHERN SPAS) - 1841 -4- £50.00 - £70.00

2386 SELECTION OF VARIOUS FOLIO SOCIETY BOOKS TO INCLUDE PEPYS’S DIARY BY ROBERT LATHAM, IN 3 VOLUMES - 1996, THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE BY EDWARD GIBBON, IN 8 VOLUMES, CAN YOU FORGIVE HER? BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE - 1989 ETC OVER 2 1/2 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00

2387 THESEUS BY ANDRE GIDE IN THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF JOHN RUSSELL, WITH TWELVE LITHOGRAPHS BY MASSIMO CAMPILGI, LIMITED EDITION NO.75/200 ON PESCIA HAND-MADE PAPER - 1949 £450.00 - £500.00

2388 THE PUBLIC GENERAL ACTS FOR THE BURGH OF CARNoustie 1895-1947, IN 56 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES AND SIMILAR BOOK, EX LIBRARY -57- £30.00 - £50.00

2389 ARRAN OF THE BENS THE GLENS & THE BRAVE BY MACKENZIE MACBRIDE - 1910, A HISTORY OF POTTERY AND PORCELAIN
MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN BY JOSEPH MARRYAT - 1857, THE SEXUAL LIFE OF SAVAGES IN NORTH-WESTERN MELANESIA BY BRONISLAW MALINOWSKI - 1932, THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH 1727-1788 BY MICHAEL ROZENTHAL AND MARTIN MYRONE - 2002 & 7 OTHERS - £20.00 - £30.00

2390 MEMOIRS AND TRAVELS OF MAURITIUS AUGUSTUS COUNT DE BENYOWSKY, MAGNATE OF THE KINGDOMS OF HUNGARY AND POLAND, ONE OF THE CHIEFS OF THE CONFEDERATION OF POLAND, ETC WRITTEN BY HIMSELF, IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - £1790 £400.00 - £600.00

2391 THOMAS THE RHYMER BY ELAINE PETRIE, LIMITED EDITION NO.475 ON WOOKEY HOLE HANDMADE PAPER, QUARTER LEATHER BOUND - £1790 £100.00 - £200.00

2392 A LAP OF HONOUR BY HUGH MACDIARMID, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1967, MORE COLLECTED POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, REVIEW COPY - 1970, ANOTHER COPY, POEMS OF THE EAST-WEST SYNTHESIS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, SIGNED BY AUTHOR AND SELECTED POEMS OF HUGH MACDIARMID BY R CROMBIE SAUNDERS - 1944 - £50.00 - £70.00

2393 THE HISTORY OF TUNBRIDGE-WELLS BY THOMAS BENGEE BURR, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - £1790 £120.00 - £150.00

2394 GREAT BRITISH GUNMAKERS 1540-1740 BY W KEITH NEAL AND D H L BACK, FULLY LEATHER BOUND, LIMITED EDITION NO.16/20 WITH COLOURED FRONTISPIECE AND SIGNED BY BOTH AUTHORS - £1790 £150.00 - £200.00

2395 A HISTORY OF THE COLT REVOLVER AND THE OTHER ARMS MADE BY COLT'S PATENT FIREARMS MANUFACTURING COMPANY FROM 1836 TO 1940 BY CHARLES T HAVEN & FRANK A BELDEN, IN SLIPCASE - 1940, ANOTHER IN ORIGINAL DUSTJACKET - 1940, COLONEL COLT LONDON THE HISTORY OF COLT'S LONDON FIREARMS, 1851-1857 BY JOSEPH G ROSA, NO.231/500 FIRST EDITION COPY - 1970 AND THE WILLIAM M LOCKE COLLECTION BY FRANK M SELLERS - £1790 £50.00 - £70.00

2396 MODERN MOTORS THEIR CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL BY H THORNTON RUTTER, IN 4 VOLUMES, RIDE FREE FOREVER THE LEGEND OF HARLEY-DAVIDSON BY OLUF F ZIERL, IN 2 VOLUMES - 1998, SAILING A COURSE OF MY LIFE BY EDWARD HEATH - 1975 AND VARIOUS OTHER COMMEMORATIVE AND MOTOR BOOKS, ETC OVER 3/4 SHELF - £30.00 - £50.00

2398 MERCHANT AND CRAFT GUILDS A HISTORY OF THE ABERDEEN INCORPORATED TRADES BY EBENEZER BAIN - 1887, NOTES FROM THE MINUTE BOOKS OF THE ABERDEEN HAMMERMAN INCORPORATED - 1892, THE MEN'S HOUSE MASONIC PAPERS AND ADDRESSES BY JOSEPH FORT NEWTON - 1923, AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY BY FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT - 1945 AND 6 OTHERS - £20.00 - £40.00

2400 OF THE FIRESIDE DICKENS COMPLETE EDITION IN 22 VOLUMES WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY CRUICKSHANK, 'PHIZ' ETC, HALF LEATHER BOUND £1790 £100.00 - £150.00


2402 A VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN; UNDERTAKEN BY COMMAND OF HIS MAJESTY, FOR MAKING DISCOVERIES IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE: PERFORMED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF CAPTAINS COOK, CLERKE, AND GORE, IN THE YEARS 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 AND 1780 BY CAPTAIN JAMES COOK AND CAPTAIN JAMES KING, IN 4 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - £1790 £650.00 - £750.00


2404 HUGH MACDIARMID A FESTSCHRIFT BY K D DUVAL AND SYDNEY GOODSIR SMITH, INSCRIBED BY MACDIARMID, IN ORIGINAL DUSTWRAPPER - £1790 £55.00 - £75.00


2406 THE BOOK OF THE COUNTRYSIDE BY F
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Starting Price</th>
<th>Ending Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2408</td>
<td>SELECTION OF BOOKS ON LITERATURE, MUSIC, ETC TO INCLUDE STRUWWELPETER OR, MERRY STORIES AND FUNNY PICTURES SICK HEART RIVER BY JOHN BUCHAN - 1941, QUEEN'S HALL 1893-1941 BY ROBERT ELKIN, ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2409</td>
<td>SELECTION OF VARIOUS LEATHER BOUND BOOKS TO INCLUDE THE CYPRUS: CONTAINING DEATH BY DR. PORTEUS: THE GRAVE BY REV. ROBERT BLAIR AND THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT BY DR. GLYNN, HALF LEATHER BOUND 1823, MADEMOISELLE DE MAUPIN BY THEOPHILE GAUTIER IN 2 VOLUMES - 1887, THE HOLY BIBLE - 1823 &amp; 8 OTHERS - 12 - £20.00 - £30.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2410</td>
<td>A NEW MILITARY DICTIONARY: OR, THE FIELD OF WAR BY A MILITARY GENTLEMAN, FULLY LEATHER BOUND WITH 37 PLATES - 1760 £300.00 - £400.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2411</td>
<td>BELL'S NEW PANTHEON; OR, HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE GODS, DEMI-GODS, HEROES, AND FABULOUS PERSONAGES OF ANTIQUITY, IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1790 £50.00 - £70.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2412</td>
<td>MANUAL OF BRITISH TOPOGRAPHY A CATALOGUE OF COUNTY AND LOCAL HISTORIES, PAMPHLETS VIEWS, DRAWINGS, MAPS, ETC BY WALTER V DANIELL AND FREDERICK J NIELD - 1909, CAPTAIN NICHOLAS A MODERN COMEDY BY HUGH WALPOLE, ONE OF TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE LARGE PAPER COPIES, SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR - 1934, THE SHIPWRECK, A POEM BY WILLIAM FALCONER - 1818, BIRDS AND FLOWERS AND OTHER COUNTRY THINGS BY MARY HOWITT - 1837 AND 8 OTHER MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS -12- £30.00 - £50.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2413</td>
<td>ELEPHANT HUNTING IN EAST EQUATORIAL AFRICA BY ARTHUR H. NEUMANN - 1898 ROWLAND WARD 1ST EDITION £200.00 - £300.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2424  2000-2019 AGRICULTURAL HISTORY REVIEW AND VARIOUS CATALOGUES ON RARE BOOKS AND HUNTING OVER 1 SHELF £30.00 - £50.00

2425  A MILITARY DICTIONARY EXPLAINING ALL DIFFICULT TERMS IN MARTIAL DISCIPLINE, FORTIFICATION, AND GUNNERY BY AN OFFICER WHO SERVED SEVERAL YEARS ABROAD, 1ST EDITION, FULLY LEATHER BOUND - 1702 £80.00 - £120.00

2426  PUNCH LIBRARY OF HUMOUR BY J.A. HAMMERTON IN 25 VOLUMES OVER 1 1/2 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00

2427  SELECTION OF 16 OOR WULLIE AND THE BROONS ANNUALS TO INCLUDE 1969 THE BROONS, 1970 OOR WULLIE ETC - 16 - £20.00 - £40.00

2428  THE VISITORS GUIDE TO TUNBRIDGE WELLS CONTAINING AN ACCOUNT OF THE ANCIENT AND PRESENT STATE OF THAT PLACE WITH RULES FOR DRINKING THE WATER BY J. CLIFFORD, 1ST EDITION - 1827, 2ND EDITION - 1824, 5TH EDITION - 1838, 8TH EDITION - 1849 & 11TH EDITION TOGETHER WITH STAPLEY'S TUNBRIDGE WELLS VISITORS GUIDE, CONTAINING A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF ALL OBJECTS OF INTEREST IN THE TOWN AND ENVIRONS - 1847 - 6 - £80.00 - £120.00

2429  HELENORE OR THE FORTUNATE SHEPHERDESS, A POEM BY ALEXANDER ROSS, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1793, DESCRIPTION OF THE REGALIA OF SCOTLAND BY THOMAS TROTTER - 1936, WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS POEMS: SECOND SERIES - 1909, RIGHT LEFT BY T.B. SIMPSON, IN 2 VOLUMES, ENGLISH CHURCH MONUMENTS 1510 TO 1840 BY KATHARINE A ESDAILE - 1946 ETC OVER 5 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00

2430  SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON LITERATURE, LAW, SCOTLAND, HISTORY ETC TO INCLUDE SUMMARY CRIMINAL JURISDICTION ACCORDING TO THE LAND OF SCOTLAND BY THOMAS CAMPBELL - 1854 AND THE POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS CAMPBELL BY REV. W.A. HILL, HALF LEATHER BOUND, EX LIBRARY - 1851 - 11 - £40.00 - £60.00

2431  THE GRAVEYARD BY THE SEA BY C. DAY LEWIS , LIMITED EDITION NO 298/500, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1946 £20.00 - £40.00

2432  THE BIRDS OF SOUTH AFRICA BY DR AUSTIN ROBERTS - 1940, THE PILGRIMS WAY IN SOUTH AFRICA BY DOROTHEA FAIRBRIDGE - 1928, SNAKES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA BY VIVIAN F.M. FITZSIMONS - 1962, FLORA HERSSCHELIANA BY BRIAN WARNER AND JOHN ROURKE ONE OF 850 COPIES - 1996 AND 2 OTHERS ON SOUTH AFRICAN NATURAL HISTORY £80.00 - £120.00


2434  THE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS : OR ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS BY EDWARD WILLIAM LANE, LIMITED EDITION NO 52/100 LARGE PAPER COPIES; IN 6 VOLUMES - 1896, JUDITH PARIS BY HUGH WALPOLE, ONE OF 350 LARGE PAPER COPIES, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1931, THE FORTRESS BY HUGH WALPOLE ONE OF 350 LARGE PAPER COPIES, SIGNED BY AUTHOR - 1932, THE HEPTAMERON OF THE TALES OF MARGARET, QUEEN OF NAVARRE, IN 5 VOLUMES PRIVATELY PRINTED FOR THE NAVARRE SOETS - 1922 & ONE OTHER - 14 - £120.00 - £180.00

2435  SKETCHES OF HADDON HALL BY DOUGLAS MORISON WITH 23 TINTED LITHOGRAPHS £70.00 - £90.00

2436  SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON LITERATURE HISTORY, FICTION, NATURE ETC TO INCLUDE THE STUDENT'S FLORA AT THE BRITISH ISLANDS BY SIR J.D. HOOKER - 1878, THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE & FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE BY EDWARD GIBBON, IN 7 VOLUMES - 1904, TALES OF A GRANDFATHER BY SIR WALTER SCOTT - 1878, THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO BY ALEXANDRE DUMAS, FOLIO SOCIETY - 1999 ETC OVER 5 SHELVES £20.00 - £40.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Author/Title/Note</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2454</td>
<td><strong>IS LAID DOWN THE TRUE WEIGHT OF POWDER BOTH FOR PROOF AND ACTION, OF ALL FORTS OF GREAT ORDNANCE BY CAPTAIN THOMAS BINNING, HALF LEATHER BOUND, WITH 7 PLATES</strong> - 1689 £350.00 - £400.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2455</td>
<td><strong>ALPINE PLANTS OF EUROPE TOGETHER WITH CULTURAL HINTS BY HAROLD STUART THOMPSON - 1911, SOME IMPRESSIONS OF THE UNITED STATES BY EDWARD A FREEMAN, AUTHOR'S EDITION - 1883, LIFE JOTTINGS OF AN OLD EDINBURGH CITIZEN BY SIR J.H.A. MACDONALD - 1915, A DICTIONARY OF THE HOLY BIBLE BY J. WOOD IN 2 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES AND VARIOUS OTHERS OVER 1 SHELF £30.00 - £50.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2456</td>
<td><strong>A SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON ART, FICTION, LITERATURE, SPORTING ETC TO INCLUDE THE PICTORIAL GALLERY OR ARTS, VOLUMES 1 &amp; 2 BOUND AS 1, HALF LEATHER BOUND, REBECCA AND ROWENA, A ROMANCE UPON ROMANCE BY WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY, LIMITED EDITION NO 148/1000 - 1954, THE QUEEN'S BEASTS BY H. STANFORD LONDON - 1953, DAVENPORT DUNN. A MAN OF OUR DAY BY CHARLES LEVER IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1863 ETC OVER 3 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2457</td>
<td><strong>A SELECTION OF VARIOUS CHILDRENS BOOKS TO INCLUDE THE LITTLEST ONE AGAIN BY MARION ST JOHNS WEBB - 1923, THE GOLDEN AGE BY KENNETH GRAHAME - 1928, THOSE WERE THE DAYS BY A.A. MILNE - 1929, ORLANDO (THE MARMALADE CAT) HIS SILVER WEDDING BY KATHLEEN HALE - 1944 ETC OVER 2 SHELVES £50.00 - £70.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2458</td>
<td><strong>A FOLIO OF SHAKESPEARE ENGRAVINGS TAKEN FROM THE DRAWINGS BY HENRY WILLIAM BUNBURY, EDITED BY JOHN BAILEY, LIMITED EDITION, ONE OF FIVE HUNDRED COPIES - 1978 £20.00 - £40.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2459</td>
<td><strong>CONTEMPORARY POETRY AND PROSE VOLUMES 1-10 BY VARIOUS CONTRIBUTORS - 1936 - 37, IN TIME OF PESTILENCE BY THOMAS NASKE - 1954, PAMPELLET BY SYLVIA RUSSELL IN FRENCH, VARIOUS SMALL POETRY BOOKS ETC £40.00 - £60.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2460</td>
<td><strong>SONG OF THE SERAPHIN BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION ONE OF 600 COPIES, POET AT PLAY AND OTHER POEMS BEING A SELECTION OF MAINLY VITUPERATIVE POEMS BY HUGH MACDIARMID, LIMITED EDITION NO 25/55 - 1965 EVEN THE LEAST OF THESE BY HUGH MACDIARMID, OFF-PRINT OF 25 COPIES - 1968 AND NEVER AGAIN! A PROTEST AND A WARNING ADDRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF EUROPE BY EDWARD CARPENTER, 1ST EDITION WITH AUTHOR'S COMPLIMENTS SLIP - 1916 -4- £30.00 - £50.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2461</td>
<td><strong>THE PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND FOR THE YEARS 1936 - 2002, 1945 ABSENT TOGETHER WITH THE REGISTER OF THE GREAT SEAL OF SCOTLAND BY JOHN MAITLAND THOMSON, IN 11 VOLUMES, VOL 9 ABSENT - 1984 OVER 10 1/4 SHELVES £30.00 - £50.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2462</td>
<td><strong>JACKASAPES BY JULIANA HORATIA EWING, GRIMMS FAIRY TALES PICTURED BY MONRO S ORR - 1932, A BOOK OF ELVES AND FAIRIES BY GRACE MARLOWE BY STORY OF LITTLE BLACK SAMBO BY HELEN BANNERMAN - 1929 &amp; 4 OTHER CHILDREN'S BOOKS -8- £15.00 - £25.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2463</td>
<td><strong>22 ACTS MAINLY RELATING TO THE SUPPRESSION OF THE 1745 RISING £120.00 - £150.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2464</td>
<td><strong>PATTERNS FROM NATURE BY RICHARD AND CHERRY KEARTON IN FOLIO FORM - 1905 AND GAME BIRDS ILLUSTRATED BY MAURICE PLEDGER, WRITTEN BY CHALRES COLES - 1981 £50.00 - £70.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2465</td>
<td><strong>LARGE QUANTITY OF PARLIAMENTARY DEBATES OVER 7 SHELVES £10.00 - £20.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2466</td>
<td><strong>SELECTION OF VARIOUS OBSERVER'S BOOKS TO INCLUDE BRITISH STEAM LOCOMOTIVES BY H.C. CASSERLEY, BRITISH GEOLOGY BY I.O. EVANS, FLAGS BY I.O. EVANS ETC OVER 3 1/2 SHELVES £15.00 - £25.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2467</td>
<td><strong>THE ANGLER'S SOUVENIR BY P FISHER, SALMON FISHING BY JOHN JAMES HARDY - 1907, ALL ROUND SPORT WITH FISH, FUR &amp; FEATHER BY T. DYKES - 1887 AND SALMON AND SEA TROUT BY SIR HERBERT MAXWELL - 4- £30.00 - £50.00</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HALF BLOOD PRINCE - 2005 (5) £40.00 - £60.00

2469 HISTORY OF THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS, HIGHLAND CLASS AND REGIMENTS BY JOHN S KELTIE IN 5 VOLUMES, THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND BY REV. JAMES MACKENZIE - 1897, DR KIDD OF ABERDEEN : A PICTURE OF RELIGIOUS LIFE IN BY-GONE DAYS BY JAMES STARK - 1898, VARIOUS BROOMS ANNUALS AND OTHER SCOTTISH RELATED BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £30.00 - £50.00

2470 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOK ON TRAVEL, PHOTOGRAPHY, GARDENING ETC TO INCLUDE NEWNES CARPENTRY AND JOINERY BY E MOLLOY IN 3 VOLUMES, GOOD FARMING IN ACTION BY V.C. FISHWICK - 1949, I LEONARDO BY RAPLH STEADMAN - 1983 ETC OVER 5 SHELVES £20.00 - £30.00

2471 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS TO INCLUDE WORKS OF CHARLES DICKENS, THE DIARY OF SAMUEL PEPYS, VOLUME 1- ABSENT, VARIOUS BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE SUCH AS STUDIES IN ARCHITECTURE BY REGINALD BLOMFIELD - 1905 & SAME ACCOUNT OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND FROM EDWARD I TO RICHARD II BY JOHN HENRY PARKER - 1882 ETC 6 SHELVES £140.00 - £180.00

2472 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON LITERATURE, MUSIC ETC, TO INCLUDE THE WAVERLEY NOVELS BY SIR WALTER SCOTT, IN 4 VOLUMES - 1877, ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS, WITH VARIOUS 1850'S THE HOLY BIBLE, CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS - 1853, ETC OVER 3 SHELVES £20.00 - £40.00

2473 GREAT BOOKS OF THE WESTERN WORLD BY ROBERT MAYNARD HUTCHINS IN 54 VOLUMES , VOLUME 10 ABSENT - 1980 AND THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY BY SIR LESLIE STEPHEN ETC OVER 4 SHELVES £10.00 - £20.00

2474 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS TO INCLUDE THE WORKS OF SAMUEL JOHNSON BY ARTHUR MURPHY IN 12 FULLY LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1801, LUTTRELL OF ARRAN BY CHARLES LEVER, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1965 , MY EXPERIENCES OF THE WAR BETWEEN FRANCE AND GERMANY BY ARCHIBALD FORBES , IN 2 HALF LEATHER BOUND VOLUMES - 1871, NAUTICAL TABLES DESIGNED FOR THE ONE OF BRITISH SEAMAN BY REV. JAMES IRMAN, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1932 ETC OVER 5 SHELVES £200.00 - £300.00

2475 SELECTIONS OF MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS TO INCLUDE FOOTSTEPS OF DR JOHNSON (SCOTLAND) BY GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, HALF LEATHER BOUND - 1890, THE END OF ELFINTOWN BY JANE BARLOW - 1894, VARIOUS LEATHER BOUNDS, MONTHLY

NOTICES OF THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY ETC OVER 3 SHELVES £50.00 - £70.00


2477 SELECTION OF VARIOUS BOOKS ON AVIATION, NAVAL, MILITARY INTEREST 4 INCLUDE BORN TO FLY BY GEORGES BLOND - 1956, AIR COMMANDO BY SERGE VACULIK - 1954, SCRAMBLE! BY WING COMMANDER J.R.D. 'BOB BRAHAM - 1985, THE SHIP BY W. CLARK RUSSELL - 1899 ETC OVER 7 SHELVES £180.00 - £220.00

2478 MANUAL OF MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY BY JAMES D DANA - 1906, OIL-FINDING BY E.H. CUNNINGHAM CRAIG - 1914, ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE FISH, AMPHIBIAN, ETILLIAN, AND SUPPOSED MAMMALIAN REMAIN OF THE NORTHUMBERLAND CARBONIFEROUS STRATA BY THOMAS PALLINSTER BARKUS - 1873, THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF FJORDS BY J.W. GREGORY - 1913 & VARIOUS OTHER GEOLOGY RELATED BOOKS OVER 1 SHELF £40.00 - £60.00

2479 THE POETICAL WORKS OF ROBERT BURNS - 1817, OVIDS EPISTLES, FULLY LEATHER BOUND AND THE SPHERE OF GENTRY -3- £20.00 - £30.00